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To All of the Auction Bidders:

On behalf of my family and the directors of the Hugh M. Hefner Foundation, thank you for your support.

By leaving all of his personal memorabilia and effects to his foundation, my father has made it possible

to continue the work that was so important to him during his lifetime.

From the beginning, PLAYBOY was not just an entertainment magazine, not just a lifestyle magazine,

but a magazine founded on certain ideas and ideals.  These included a strong sense of social justice, a

belief in the rights of the individual and a deep commitment to the First Amendment. 

The Hugh M. Hefner Foundation has been a living embodiment of those values through its grant

making to important organizations, including the American Civil Liberties Union, the Drug Policy

Alliance, the Kinsey Institute, and People for the American Way.

It has also undertaken unique projects such as funding the acquisition by Brandeis University of the

archives, including audio tapes, of Lenny Bruce. And it has perpetuated the Hugh M. Hefner First

Amendment Awards. 

Your participation in this auction not only allows you to have a piece of American culture through the

iconic life lived by my father, but also to support these worthy activities.

Thank you.

Christie Hefner

President, the Hugh M. Hefner Foundation

Foundation Board Of Directors

Christie A. Hefner

Crystal M. Hefner

Cooper B. Hefner

Amanda L. Warren

Michael R. Whalen
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SESSION I  | NOVEMBER 30, 2018  | 10:00 A.M. PDT  | LOTS 1–200
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The Great Hall
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1
HUGH HEFNER FRANKENSTEIN STATUE
A painted plaster statue on a rolling base, with a brass
nameplate stating “Boris Karloff/ Frankenstein/ by Mike
Hill and Mike Manzell.”

82 by 38 by 40 inches

$3,000-5,000
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2
HUGH HEFNER 
BRONZE FARRAH FAWCETT TORSO STATUE
A black patinated bronze statue of Farrah Fawcett’s
torso on a black granite base. Presumed to be made
by Farrah Fawcett and signed illegibly on the base.
Edition number 4/9.

17 by 21 1/2 by 7 inches

$2,000-3,000

3
HUGH HEFNER SCULPTURE OF SUGAR RAY LEONARD
A bronze sculpture mounted to a marble base, signed “Michael/
1987.”

14 by 12 by 9 inches

$600-800

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS 17
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4
HUGH HEFNER GEORGE II STYLE CONSOLE TABLE
A painted and parcel gilt heavily carved wood console table with a rouge marble top.

34 1/4  by 66 1/2 by 32 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500
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5
BILL MACK (AMERICAN, B. 1944)
Portrait of Hugh Hefner, oil and plaster on metal from the “H” of
the original Hollywood sign, signed lower right. Painted in
commemoration of the restoration of the Hollywood sign in 1978.

46 by 39 inches, framed

$4,000-6,000
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6
HUGH HEFNER PORTRAIT BETWEEN STONE LIONS AND BOOK
An oil on canvas portrait of Hugh Hefner by Olivia de Berardinis, signed lower left “Olivia, ‘87.” Accompanied by a copy
of Inside the Playboy Mansion, (Los Angeles: General Publishing Group, 1998).

43 1/2 by 31 inches

$1,000-2,000
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7
HUGH HEFNER SILK ROBE AND BOOK
A black and silver patterned robe with green silk
lining and self-tie belt closure. Accompanied by a
copy of Inside the Playboy Mansion (Los Angeles:
General Publishing, 1998). 

$1,000-2,000

8
HUGH HEFNER 
GEORGE HURRELL
PORTRAIT
A black and white gelatin
silver print of Hugh Hefner
and Carrie Leigh, signed
"Hurrell" lower right and
dated 1983.

13 1/4 by 10 1/4 inches,
sight; 18 by 15 inches,
framed

$1,000-2,000
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10
HUGH HEFNER DECORATIVE ITEMS
A group of decorative items from the great
hall of the Playboy Mansion, Including a
metal Bunny line dancing statue, a Bruce
Salinger wire steampunk sculpture, and a
ceramic angel on a stand.

Tallest, height, 28 inches

$200-300

9
HUGH HEFNER EMPIRE STYLE
ORMOLU TABLE LAMPS
A pair of gilt bronze Empire style
table lamps on tripod bases. From
the great hall of the Playboy
Mansion.

Height, 31 inches

$800-1,200
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11
HUGH HEFNER HOLLYWOOD SIGN ORIGINAL BULB
A light bulb from the original Hollywood sign in a box with a card reading “To Hugh Hefner/ Thank
you!” together with the book Hollywood: The First 100 Years by Bruce Torrence, with Hefner’s name
imprinted in gilt lettering on the cover.

Book, 12 1/4 by 9 1/2 inches

$300-500

12
HUGH HEFNER “SAVE THE
HOLLYWOOD SIGN” AWARD
An award from the Publicity Club of Los
Angeles from 1979 to Playboy
Enterprises Inc.

Height, 5 inches

$200-400
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13
HUGH HEFNER PAIR OF ORMOLU CANDELABRAS
A pair of 19th century Restoration style seven-light candelabras
with bronze fluted column standards and ormolu mounts.

Height, 36 1/2 inches; diameter, 15 inches

$1,000-2,000

14
HUGH HEFNER TAPERING DISPLAY PEDESTALS
A pair of 20th century fruitwood tapering columns with black
marble tops and floral marquetry inlay on all sides.

45 1/4 by 12 1/4 by 12 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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15
HUGH HEFNER VICTORIAN
GOTHIC REVIVAL HALL CHAIR
An elaborately carved oak chair with
a leather upholstered seat and nail
head trim. 

68 1/2 by 31 by 20 inches

$400-600
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16
HUGH HEFNER 
LADDER-BACK HALL CHAIR
A large carved oak chair with a
quatrefoil design on the back,
serpent-form arms, and a leather
upholstered seat with nail head
trim. 

61 1/2 by 36 3/4 by 23 inches

$300-500
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17
HUGH HEFNER E! CHANNEL THE GIRLS NEXT DOOR SIGN
A laminated foam-core sign for The Girls Next Door from the great hall of the Playboy Mansion. 

87 by 25 inches

$200-400

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS 33

18
HUGH HEFNER

THE GIRLS NEXT
DOOR POSTER

A framed The Girls Next
Door Season 6 poster.

$200-400
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19
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE IVORY SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of ivory silk pajamas consisting of a
button-front silk pajama top with drawstring and
elastic waist pajama bottoms.

$400-600

20
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE LIGHT GOLD SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of light gold silk pajamas consisting of a
button-front silk pajama top with drawstring and
elastic waist pajama bottoms.

$400-600
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22
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE SAGE SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of sage silk pajamas consisting of a button-
front silk pajama top with drawstring and elastic
waist pajama bottoms.

$400-600

21
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE CHAMPAGNE SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of champagne silk pajamas consisting of
a button-front silk pajama top with drawstring
and elastic waist pajama bottoms.

$400-600
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23
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE SKY BLUE SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of sky blue silk pajamas consisting of a
button-front silk pajama top with drawstring and
elastic waist pajama bottoms.

$1,000-2,000

24
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE LAVENDER SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of lavender silk pajamas consisting of a
button-front silk pajama top with drawstring and
elastic waist pajama bottoms.

$1,000-2,000
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25
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE ROYAL BLUE SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of royal blue silk pajamas consisting of a button-
front silk pajama top, together with a pair of drawstring
and elastic waist pajama bottoms.

$1,000-2,000

26
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE BLACK SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of silk pajamas consisting of a button-front silk
pajama top with drawstring and elastic waist pajama
bottoms.

$1,500-2,500



27
HUGH HEFNER WHITE TERRY ROBE
A white terrycloth robe by Rick Pallack, with an
embroidered monogrammed "HH" patch.

One size

$400-600
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29
HUGH HEFNER CASHMERE ROBE
A midnight blue cashmere robe with self-tie belt closure, by Rick Pallack.

$400-600

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS 41

28
HUGH HEFNER SILK ROBE
A grey patterned silk robe by Sulka, New York.

$800-1,200



31
HUGH HEFNER BESPOKE SLIPPERS
A pair of black suede slippers with red
leather insoles, custom made by Di Fabrizio
of Los Angeles and embossed “Hugh Hefner”
in gold lettering on the inserts.

$300-500
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30
HUGH HEFNER BESPOKE
SMOKING JACKET
A scarlet silk damask smoking
jacket with shawl collar and self-tie
belt closure.

$3,000-5,000
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32
HUGH HEFNER 

SMOKING JACKET
A black velvet smoking jacket

with a polka dot silk lining, by
Rick Pallack.

Size M

$600-800

33
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE DUNHILL SLIPPERS
A pair of vintage black velvet slippers with gold
thread embroidered "HMH" monogram and
quilted red satin insoles. Marked "Dunhill Tailors"
and "Made in England."

$300-500
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35
HUGH HEFNER 
BLACK PAISLEY OPERA SLIPPERS
A pair of suede and leather opera slippers with
black paisley design, made by L.B. Evans.

Size 10

$150-250

34
HUGH HEFNER 
SATIN TRIMMED ROBE
A brown patterned robe with satin trim,
together with a brown leather dopp kit.

$200-400
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37
HUGH HEFNER
BEDROOM SLIPPERS
A pair of black suede slippers
with black leather insoles,
custom made by Di Fabrizio of
Los Angeles.

$200-300

36
HUGH HEFNER RICK PALLACK SMOKING JACKETS
A group of three silk paisley patterned Rick Pallack robes or pajamas.

One, size 52

$1,000-2,000
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The Mediterranean Room
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38
HUGH HEFNER McGUIRE CHINESE CHIPPENDALE STYLE TABLE AND CHAIRS
A rectangular glass dining table on a bamboo base, along with a set of eight woven bamboo chairs in the Gothic Chinese Chippendale style, 20th
century. Two armchairs and six side chairs, marked with McGuire brass labels. (Glass top has two chips to one corner.)

Table, 28 by 84 by 44 inches; Armchairs, 37 by 23 by 23 inches; Side chairs, 36 by 23 by 20 inches

$2,000-3,000

Photo: Globe Photos Inc/Shutterstock
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39
HUGH HEFNER CONTINENTAL CARVED
POLYCHROME GILTWOOD PIER MIRROR
A large rectangular mirror surmounted by a smaller
quatrefoil mirror, both with antique silvered mirror
glass, surrounded by carved and painted foliage,
serpents and fish.  Pictured in season 3, episode 11
of The Girls Next Door (E!, 2005-2009).  Together
with a copy of the episode.

80 by 39 inches

$2,000-4,000

40
HUGH HEFNER PAIR OF CHINESE CARVED
POLYCHROME JARDINIÈRES
A pair of 19th century colorful Foo Dog plant holders.

Height, 36 inches; diameter, 20 inches

$2,000-3,000

41
HUGH HEFNER ITALIAN
POLYCHROME PAINTED
BOMBÉ COMMODE
Hugh Hefner Italian polychrome
painted bombé commode.

34 1/2 by 53 by 24 3/4
inches

$800-1,200
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42
HUGH HEFNER STAINLESS SHELL PATTERN FLATWARE
A large group of flatware, some in original unopened boxes,
marked “Playboy Mansion West.”

Sizes vary

$300-500
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44
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY
MANSION TELEPHONE
A multi-line Avaya MLX-5 telephone
with the Playboy Mansion logo.

$100-200

43
HUGH HEFNER PAINTED IRON SIDE TABLES WITH GLASS TOPS
A set of four Victorian style black iron side tables with hairy paw feet.

17 1/2 by 22 by 18 inches

$200-400
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45
HUGH HEFNER
MONOGRAMMED WINE
COOLER
A double-handled urn-form silver
plated wine cooler, engraved “HMH/
50 Years of Playboy.”

Height, 10 inches; diameter, 9 inches

$100-200

46
HUGH HEFNER CHRISTOFLE PLACE CARD HOLDERS AND GORHAM SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS
A set of 24 silver plated place card holders in the Gallia pattern, together with 12 sets of pewter individual salt and pepper
sets in the original boxes.

Taller, height, 1 1/2 inches

$300-500
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The Dining Room
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47
HUGH HEFNER LARGE SET OF KASTRUP HOLMEGAARD PRINCESS BARWARE
A monumental group of mid-century Danish barware in the Princess pattern, designed by Bent Severin for Kastrup Holmegaard. Includes
approximately 148 large goblets and the remainder consisting of smaller sets of wines, champagne flutes, brandies, cordials, sherries and martini
coupes. Some in the original packaging. Approximately 378 pieces.

Largest, height, 8 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

48
HUGH HEFNER CHINA SERVICE
A large Heinrich Germany dinnerware service in the King Frederick pattern in white with cobalt and gilt rims. It
includes 32 dinner plates, 55 salad plates, 32 rim soup bowls, 44 bread and butter plates, 63 coffee cups, and
50 saucers.

Dinner plates, 10 5/8 diameter

$400-600
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49
HUGH HEFNER BUCCELLATI
STERLING FLATWARE SERVICE FOR 24
A flatware service in the Borgia pattern (some
pieces missing), including 22 dinner forks, 23
dinner knives, 17 salad forks, 40 teaspoons,
23 cream soup spoons, 20 butter knives, 24
lunch forks, 24 lunch knives, 24 cocktail forks,
16 iced tea spoons, eight dessert spoons, four
sugar spoons, and one gravy ladle. 246
pieces. Total weighable sterling, approximately
379.51 troy oz.

Longest, 9 1/4 inches

$10,000-20,000

photo by: Tiffany Rose Photography
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50
HUGH HEFNER TIFFANY & CO. STEAK KNIVES
A set of 12 sterling handle steak knives in the Faneuil pattern.

Length, 9 inches

$800-1,200
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51
HUGH HEFNER BEEF CARVING TROLLEY
An early 20th century silver plate and mahogany beef carving trolley on casters
with a roll-up lid, double-handled removeable tray, and a warming/ burner cavity.

38 by 42 by 22 inches

$4,000-6,000
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52
HUGH HEFNER CRYSTAL BARWARE
A group of crystal barware including 32 faceted white and red wine glasses, a pair of Cartier champagne flutes in the original box, a set of 23
Bormioli iced tea glasses, and another set of eight water glasses. 65 pieces.

Tallest, height, 7 inches

$300-500
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54
HUGH HEFNER LARGE GROUP OF ASSORTED GLASSWARE
A group of tumblers, water, juice, and pilsner glasses. Approximately 80 pieces.

Tallest, height, 8 1/2 inches

$200-300

53
HUGH HEFNER LARGE GROUP OF ASSORTED STEMWARE
A group of stemware including a set of Zwiesel crystal wine goblets, glass and crystal wines, waters, and champagne
flutes. Approximately 96 pieces.

Tallest, height, 9 inches

$300-500
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55
HUGH HEFNER HOMER LAUGHLIN AND OTHER CHINA
A group of china including the following pieces in the Pristine pattern: 13 chargers, 10 bread plates, and 18 coffee cups with 16 saucers,
together with assorted other white china dishware, including 38 other coffee cups, assorted creamers and sugars, ramekins, and trays.

Chargers, diameter, 12 inches

$200-300



56
HUGH HEFNER ASSORTED FABRIC NAPKIN RINGS AND GLASSWARE
A large group of napkin rings, together with five glass candle holders and four fish-shaped plates.

Plates, 6 1/2 by 8 inches

$100-200

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS 63
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58
HUGH HEFNER RICK PALLACK TUXEDO
A custom wool tuxedo with a satin shawl collar
and stripe down the pants.

Size 41R

$800-1,200

57
HUGH HEFNER EVENING WEAR ACCESSORIES
A group of evening wear accessories including a black silk
cummerbund and two bow ties, a cream pair of suspenders and silk
evening scarf, and a white pocket square.

$300-500

Photo: Shutterstock
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59
HUGH HEFNER VINTAGE BOW TIES
A group of four vintage velvet bow ties. One is labeled Turnbull &
Asser and one is labeled Serrano.

$200-400

60
HUGH HEFNER RICK PALLACK TUXEDO
A custom wool tuxedo with a satin shawl collar
and satin stripe down the pants.

No size tags.

$800-1,200

Photo: GLOBE PHOTOS/Shutterstock
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62
HUGH HEFNER TUXEDO
VEST AND PANTS
A satin vest and pants with a
satin stripe down the leg, by
Rick Pallack.

$200-400

61
HUGH HEFNER MR.
GUY DIMITRI TUXEDO
A custom wool tuxedo with a
satin lapel and stripe down
the pants.

Size 40R

$800-1,200

63
HUGH HEFNER 
TUXEDO SHIRT, ACCESSORIES
A John Nordstrom tuxedo shirt (size 16-
34), together with assorted bow ties,
suspenders, and a cummerbund.

$300-500



64
HUGH HEFNER EVENING WEAR ACCESSORIES
A group of evening wear accessories including a black velvet
cummerbund, a cream silk scarf, one black and one white bow tie,
a white pocket square, and one black and one white tuxedo stud
set.

$300-500

65
HUGH HEFNER MR. GUY MISSONI
UOMO TUXEDO
A custom wool tuxedo with a satin shawl collar
and stripe down the pants.

European size 50

$800-1,200
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67
HUGH HEFNER TUXEDO
A black tuxedo with vest and satin striped pants,
together with another pair of tuxedo pants. Jacket
by Lanvin, pants by Rick Pallack.

$800-1,200

66
HUGH HEFNER WHITE
EVENING JACKET
A white wool jacket with a
shawl collar by Rick Pallack.
Every year Hugh Hefner
celebrated his birthday with
Casablanca Night, a party
for family and friends
featuring a viewing of his
all-time favorite movie
followed by champagne and
caviar in the dining room
which was decorated to look
like Rick’s Cafe. This jacket
was made specifically for
celebrating this event.

$800-1,200
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69
HUGH HEFNER EVENING WEAR ACCESSORIES
A group of evening wear accessories including a black Mr. Guy and a
cream Turnbull & Asser cummerbund, a white evening scarf, cream
suspenders, a black and a white bow tie, and a white pocket square.

$300-500

68
HUGH HEFNER VELVET TUXEDO WITH VEST
A vintage three-piece velvet tuxedo by Le Dernier Cri,
Beverly Hills.

No size tags

$600-800

Photo: GLOBE/Shutterstock
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photo by: Tiffany Rose Photography
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70
HUGH HEFNER ENGRAVED 14K GOLD BAUME &
MERCIER POCKET WATCH
A 14K yellow gold Baume & Mercier open-face pocket watch
with baton and Roman chapters, engraved on verso “Thanks
HUGH for being a most Noble Friend HUGH 2-23-68.”
Attached to a gold-plated Krementz chain. Watch weight 24.8
grams.

Length, 14 inches

$1,000-1,500

71
HUGH HEFNER 14K GOLD AND ONYX RING
A 14K yellow gold ring with satin finish and engraved
scrolled sides, centering a black onyx plaque. Stamped
within “KC3760.” Size 9, 21.3 grams.

$600-800



72
HUGH HEFNER 18K GOLD AND 
DIAMOND ENGRAVED PENDANT
An 18K yellow gold pendant with an “Aries” ram’s head and
three full-cut round diamonds totaling approximately 0.45 ct.
and graded G-H color and VS clarity. Engraved on the back
“Hef - Thanks for the trip of a lifetime Gene John Keith Shelly
Leroy.” (Gene Shacove, John Dante, Keith Hefner, Shelly
Kasten, and LeRoy Neiman). Suspending on a 14K yellow
gold rope chain. 82 grams gross.

Length, 31 inches

$3,000-5,000
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73
HUGH HEFNER GOLD AND DIAMOND ITEMS
A 14K yellow gold medallion with a nude pin-up girl relief, with applied
lettering “IN HEF WE TRUST 2006” and set with 13 full-cut round diamonds
totaling approximately 0.40 ct. and graded G-H color and VS clarity.
On verso is a Rabbit Head Symbol on the engraved “UNITED
BUNNIES OF AMERICA HAPPY BIRTHDAY.” Together
with a 14K yellow gold George McGovern campaign
freeform pin that reads “McG/W 72.” 28.1 grams
gross.

Diameter, 1 1/2 inches

$600-800



75
HUGH HEFNER RABBIT PINS
A group of four gold tone, enamel
and diamanté rabbit pins, two
marked “Playboy 1995.” 

Tallest, height, 2 inches

$100-200

74
HUGH HEFNER LOS ANGELES
COMMEMORATIVE ITEMS
A group of items including a “Hollywood
Diamond Jubilee” keepsake for the 50th
anniversary of the Hollywood sign, a 1981
Los Angeles bicentennial coin in acrylic
engraved “With Appreciation/ Tom Bradley/
April 14, 1981,” and a Tiffany & Co. faceted
crystal diamond-form paperweight engraved
“Beverly Hills 75th Anniversary 1923-1998.”

Tallest, 3 1/2 inches

$200-300

76
HUGH HEFNER MARILYN MONROE
CALENDAR AND PAJAMA TOPS
A vintage Famous Photographer 1974
Marilyn Monroe calendar (missing cover
page), together with grey flannel with white
stripes pajama tops embroidered “HEF.”

Calendar, 12 1/4 by 8 inches

$150-250
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77
HUGH HEFNER LIGHTWEIGHT GARMENT BAG
A Hartmann Luggage tan garment bag with leather trim, with a handwritten “HMH” tag.

40 by 23 inches

$150-250

78
HUGH HEFNER 
HARTMANN LUGGAGE
A soft rolling luggage case from the Wings
Collection with diamond pattern fabric and
leather accents. With a tag featuring Hugh
Hefner’s address.

10 by 27 by 19 inches

$200-400
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79
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY LOGO LUGGAGE SET
A five-piece set of black fabric with repeating green Playboy logo soft-sided luggage, including a large and a small rolling
case, a rolling duffle bag, and two carry cases. Some have tags reading “HMH,” “Shannon” or “Kendra Wilkinson.”
Pictured in season 2, episode 16 of The Girls Next Door (E!, 2005-2009).  Together with a copy of the episode.

Largest, 10 by 26 by 18 inches

$600-800
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80
HUGH HEFNER BLACK GARMENT BAGS
A pair of Briggs & Riley black canvas garment bags
with handwritten “HMH” tags.

40 by 23 inches

$300-500
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81
HUGH HEFNER SHOES
A group of three pairs of shoes: black lace-up wingtips by Allen Edmonds (size 10),
brown lace-up wingtips by Rick Pallack (size 10 1/2), and black leather slip-ons by
Johnston & Murphy (size 10).

$200-400

82
HUGH HEFNER SHOES
A group of shoes including a pair of patent leather evening shoes by Ferragamo, a pair of velvet
evening shoes by Di Fabrizio, a pair of tan leather slipper shoes from Saks Fifth Avenue, and a pair
of black velvet paisley slippers from L.B. Evans.

Sizes 10 and 10 1/2

$200-400
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85
HUGH HEFNER SHOES
A group of three pairs of shoes: a woven leather pair of loafers by Rick
Pallack (size 10), a pair of beige lace-up wingtips by Bijan (size 10), and
a pair of cream leather lace-up wingtips (maker and size marks effaced).

$200-400

84
HUGH HEFNER SHOES
A group of three pairs of shoes: brown lace-up wingtips by Allen Edmonds
(size 10), cordovan lace-ups by Ferragamo (size 10), and brown Italian penny
loafers (size 10).

$200-400

83
HUGH HEFNER 
TAN PENNY LOAFERS
A pair of Cole-Haan classic leather
penny loafers in British Tan-Natural.

Size 10

$150-250
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86
HUGH HEFNER BLACK
PAISLEY OPERA SLIPPERS
A pair of velvet and leather opera
slippers with black paisley design,
made by L.B. Evans.

Size 10

$150-250

87
HUGH HEFNER BLUE
SUEDE SLIPPERS
A pair of blue suede slippers
with black leather insoles, by
L.B. Evans.

$200-300
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88
HUGH HEFNER BESPOKE SLIPPERS
A pair of black suede slippers with red
leather insoles, custom made by Di Fabrizio
of Los Angeles and embossed “Hugh Hefner”
in gold lettering on the inserts.

Size 10

$300-500

photo by: Tiffany Rose Photography
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89
HUGH HEFNER BLACK PAISLEY
OPERA SLIPPERS
A pair of velvet and leather opera
slippers with black paisley design,
made by L.B. Evans.

Size 10

$150-250

90
HUGH HEFNER BEDROOM
SLIPPERS
A pair of black suede slippers with
black leather insoles, custom made
by Di Fabrizio of Los Angeles.

$200-300
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91
HUGH HEFNER RED VELVET
MONOGRAMMED SLIPPERS
A pair of vintage Dunhill slippers
with “HMH” monograms.

Size 9 1/2

$400-600
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94
HUGH HEFNER HATS
A group of hats including a beige beaver Stetson, size 7 1/2; a tan Polo Western Ralph Lauren, size 7 1/2; a Le Dernier
Cri straw hat with a black band, size 7 1/4; and a black Fiddler Dutch Boy cap by Miller Hats, size 7 1/4.

$800-1,200

92
HUGH HEFNER BLACK
FELT FUR FEDORA
A Dobbs Golden Coach signature
black fur felt fedora with a black
grosgrain ribbon band with
feather and pin accent.

Size 7 3/8

$300-500

93
HUGH HEFNER BLACK
WOOL FEDORA
A Golden Gate Hat Company
signature black wool fedora with a
black grosgrain ribbon band.

Size 7 3/8

$300-500
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95
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY HATS
A group of four assorted baseball caps, each with a Rabbit Head Symbol.

$300-400

96
HUGH HEFNER CAPTAIN’S HATS
A pair of captain’s hats: a plain white hat with a patent leather brim and a black wool
hat with embroidered decoration on the brim.

$300-500

97
HUGH HEFNER HATS
A group of four hats: one cowboy hat by Manuel North Hollywood, one black
and brown wool pageboy cap, a personalized San Diego Chargers baseball
cap, and a Super Hornets Centurion baseball cap.

$300-400



98
HUGH HEFNER LOS ANGELES ZOO JACKET 
A green Los Angeles Zoo Crest Signature jacket with “Hef”
embroidered below the patch. 

$150-250
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99
HUGH HEFNER PLANET HOLLYWOOD LEATHER JACKET
A Planet Hollywood Beverly Hills leather jacket with green quilted lining.

No size tags

$200-300

100
HUGH HEFNER DISNEYLAND CLOTHING
A group of Disneyland clothing including a Winnie-the-Pooh hooded jacket (size L) and a blue Holiday Magic sweatshirt (size M).

$150-250
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102
HUGH HEFNER NAVY
PLANE PHOTOGRAPH
A framed photograph of a
Navy military plane with the
Rabbit Head Symbol on the
tail. Signed by the crew.

17 by 21 inches, framed

$150-250

101
HUGH HEFNER PATRIOTIC ITEMS
A group of patriotic items including White
House 2005 cufflinks in box, and a military
Rabbit Head Symbol patch and coin.  

Box, 2 1/2 by 3 inches

$150-250
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103
HUGH HEFNER WWII
U.S. SERVICE MEDALS

A group of U.S. service medals
encased in a glass box with a
plaque reading “Mr. Hugh M.

Hefner/ Happy 80th Birthday/
Always in Admiration - Brian A.

Daulton/ Saturday April 8,
2006.”

17 by 13 by 2 1/2 inches

$100-200

104
HUGH HEFNER BANCROFT
MILITARY NAVAL HAT
A black and white Navy hat, together
with two gold tone military pins.

Size 7 1/4

$100-200



106
HUGH HEFNER
COLUMBIA SHUTTLE
PATCH AND
PHOTOGRAPH
A signed photograph from the
crew of the Space Shuttle
Columbia commemorating an
embroidered patch that was
flown around space in Hugh
Hefner’s honor.

16 by 20 inches

$100-200
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105
HUGH HEFNER ALPHA INDUSTRIES MILITARY THEMED LEATHER JACKET
A black leather jacket with a faux-fur collar and numerous Rabbit Head Symbol embroidered patches.

Size M

$200-400
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107
HUGH HEFNER NON-OFFICIAL ARMY COVERALLS
A khaki jumpsuit with embroidered patches, one reading “Hugh M.
Hefner.”

Size 40R

$300-500
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108
HUGH HEFNER GUCCI SUNGLASSES
A pair of metal and plastic rimless sunglasses
with smoke colored lenses, marked “Gucci” on
the inner frame.

$300-500

109
HUGH HEFNER 
CHROME HEARTS SUNGLASSES
A pair of classic aviator frames with metal fronts,
brown colored lenses, and exotic wood temples
with mother of pearl inlay.

$400-600
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110
HUGH HEFNER MAUI JIM SUNGLASSES
A pair of metal and glass rimmed sunglasses with smoke colored
lenses, marked “Maui Jim” on the lenses and the inner frame.

$200-400

111
HUGH HEFNER RAY-BAN SUNGLASSES
A pair of metal and glass gilt rimmed sunglasses with smoke colored
lenses, marked “Ray-Ban” on the lenses and the inner frame.

$300-500



112
HUGH HEFNER BELTS
A pair of belts: a black leather Gucci belt and a
brown Playboy brand leather belt (size 36).

$150-250

96 FROM THE COLLECTION OF HUGH M. HEFNER

photo by: Tiffany Rose Photography
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113
HUGH HEFNER MONOGRAMMED BELT
A brown alligator Torino belt marked “Rick Pallack” and
monogrammed “HMH” in gilt letters on the inside.

Size 38

$200-400

114
HUGH HEFNER MONOGRAMMED BELT
A black alligator Torino belt marked “Rick Pallack” and
monogrammed “HMH” in gilt letters on the inside.

Size 38

$200-400
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115
HUGH HEFNER SILK POCKET SQUARES
A group of five pocket squares, four in solid colors and one with a Rick Pallack label in a paisley pattern.

$200-300

116
HUGH HEFNER SILK POCKET
SQUARES
A group of five assorted patterned
pocket squares, some by Rick Pallack.

$200-400
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118
HUGH HEFNER SLIDE VIEWER AND POCKET SQUARES
A magnifying slide viewer, two pocket squares, a silver pillbox with an enamel rabbit cover, and the box from the
master closet at the Playboy Mansion containing these items.

Box, 7 by 10 inches

$200-400

117
HUGH HEFNER SILK POCKET SQUARES
A group of five pocket squares in various solid colors, most with Saks Fifth Avenue labels.

$200-300



119
HUGH HEFNER LEATHER AND
WOOL JACKETS
A vintage brown leather Yves Saint
Laurent jacket, together with a camel
colored wool shirt jacket.

No size tags

$300-500
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120
HUGH HEFNER CASUAL WEAR
A group of casual wear including a vintage
pair of Calvin Klein jeans, a brown Copperfield
velour blazer, and a tan Jerry Magnin velour
blazer.

No size tags

$200-400
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121
HUGH HEFNER WOOL SLACKS
A group of three pairs of wool slacks by makers Giorgio Armani, Rick Pallack (European size 52),
and Tollegno (European size 54).

$300-500

122
HUGH HEFNER CASHMERE SWEATERS
A group of three sweaters: one blue with a Bullock’s label (size M), one mauve with a Jos A. Bank label (size L),
and one grey without a maker label (size M).

$200-400
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123
HUGH HEFNER LEATHER JACKET
A black leather jacket with decorative suede stitching by
maker Fio Rio.

Size M

$300-500

125
HUGH HEFNER LEATHER JACKET
A black leather bomber jacket labeled
“Leather To The Limit.”

No size tag

$400-600

124
HUGH HEFNER LEATHER JACKET
A black leather jacket with a zipper and Velcro closure,
by designer LaMatta and retailed by Mr. Guy.

Size 40

$300-500
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128
HUGH HEFNER
TRENCH COAT

A navy cotton
trench coat by Light

Infantry.

No size tag

$400-600

126
HUGH HEFNER GIORGIO
ARMANI OVERCOAT
A dark navy wool and cashmere
blend winter coat by Giorgio
Armani. Together with a pair of
grey leather gloves (size 9 1/2).

$300-500

127
HUGH HEFNER LEATHER
JACKET
A black leather jacket by
designer Rick Pallack.

Size L

$300-500
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129
HUGH HEFNER READING GLASSES AND RABBIT HEAD LIGHTER
A vintage pair of Ray-Ban reading glasses in original case, together with a Zippo
Rabbit Head lighter with a textured ground.

Lighter, height, 2 3/4 inches

$200-400

130
HUGH HEFNER READING GLASSES AND PINS
A pair of Almer Coe vintage gilt rimmed aviator style reading glasses, together
with a brass 1940s U.S. Army pin and a silvertone Rabbit Head Symbol pin.

$200-400
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131
HUGH HEFNER READING
GLASSES AND BOOK
A pair of faux tortoise frame prescription
reading glasses by Hans Custom Optik
with “Hugh Hefner” printed on the stem
in gold lettering, together with a pair of
prescription Ray-Ban Aviator reading
glasses. Each in cases. The same or
similar is pctured in and accompanied
by a copy of the book Inside the Playboy
Mansion (Los Angeles: General
Publishing, 1998)

$300-500
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132
HUGH HEFNER READING GLASSES
A pair of faux tortoise frame prescription
reading glasses by Hans Custom Optik with
“Hugh Hefner” printed on the stem in gold
lettering, together with a pair of prescription
Ray-Ban Aviator reading glasses. Each in cases.

$300-500



133
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY 25TH
ANNIVERSARY COIN
A coin with an image of Hugh Hefner/
1953 on one side and the Playboy
Mansion/ 1978 on the other.

Diameter, 1 1/2 inches

$200-400

135
HUGH HEFNER COINS IN CASABLANCA TIN
A group of coins including a 1926 Peace silver dollar, five
Sacagawea gold dollar Wampanoag Treaty 1621 coins,
and a Playboy Palms Casino limited edition ten dollar
gaming token.

Tin, 4 by 3 inches

$200-300

134
HUGH HEFNER KEITH HARING 
RABBIT HEAD SYMBOL PIN, MATCHES, PALMS CASINO COIN
A Keith Haring Rabbit Head Symbol pin from the 1995 Playboy Archives,
together with a group of Hugh Hefner matchbooks (some used) and a Palms
limited edition ten dollar gaming token with an image of Hefner on the verso.

$300-500
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The Master Bedroom Closet
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137
HUGH HEFNER WOOL SUIT
A dark navy single-breasted wool suit
marked “Cerruti,” “Rick Pallack,” and
“HMH 11.”

No size tags

$600-800

136
HUGH HEFNER WOOL SUITS
A pair of wool suits: a single-breasted Giorgio Armani grey wool suit labeled “HMH 34”
and a double-breasted Rick Pallack tan wool suit marked “HMH 20” (size 42R).

No size tags

$600-800



139
HUGH HEFNER SUITS
A pair of suits: a single-breasted
Giorgio Armani navy wool suit
labeled “HMH 36,” together with a
double-breasted Rick Pallack tan linen
suit marked “HMH 6” (size 42R).

$600-800
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138
HUGH HEFNER CUSTOM WOOL SUITS
A pair of wool suits: a single-breasted Rick Pallack
navy wool pinstripe suit, together with a single-
breasted Giorgio Armani black wool suit labeled
“HMH 2.”

No size tags

$600-800



141
HUGH HEFNER 
BLACK ARMANI SUIT
A custom-made black wool Giorgio
Armani suit with a tag inside the inner
coat pocket reading “HMH/ 21.”

No size tag

$800-1,200
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140
HUGH HEFNER GIORGIO
ARMANI CUSTOM WOOL
SUITS
A pair of wool suits: a single-breasted
black suit labeled “Giorgio Armani
for Hugh M. Hefner” and “HMH 16”
and a single-breasted olive suit
marked “HMH 40.”

No size tags

$800-1,200
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142
HUGH HEFNER BLACK GIORGIO ARMANI SUIT 
A custom-made black wool suit with a tag on the inner coat
pocket reading “Giorgio Armani for Hugh M. Hefner” and
another reading “HMH 15.”

$600-800
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143
HUGH HEFNER GIORGIO ARMANI SUITS
A pair of Giorgio Armani suits: one patterned tan linen suit and
one khaki wool suit marked “HMH 35.”

Size tag effaced

$600-800

144
HUGH HEFNER WOOL FLANNEL SUIT
A grey wool flannel suit with a Mr. Guy label.

$400-600
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147
HUGH HEFNER 
DOUBLE-BREASTED SUIT
A cream colored double-breasted
suit marked “Ermenegildo
Zegna” and “Mr. Guy,” with a
handwritten “Hefner 12-6-85” on
interior label.

$400-600

145
HUGH HEFNER
LINEN SUIT
A white linen suit from
Neiman-Marcus.

$400-600

146
HUGH HEFNER SUITS
A pair of suits: one a brown, black and tan patterned Rick
Pallack suit and one wool Dimitri Mr. Guy striped grey
double-breasted suit.

$600-800
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149
HUGH HEFNER SILK TIES,
INCLUDING CALVIN KLEIN
A group of six silk neckties: a tie with
green and gold buckle design on a
blue ground marked “Tittonio,” a grey
tie with red and gold dots marked
“Calvin Klein,” a green with purple
paisley tie marked “Chaps by Ralph
Lauren,” a green tie with green
geometric design marked “Alfani,”
and two additional Calvin Klein ties.

$400-600

148
HUGH HEFNER SILK TIES,
INCLUDING HERMES
A group of six silk neckties: a tie with
blue dots on a black ground labeled
“Hermes,” a blue Hermes tie with
burgundy and silver Hermes motif, a
tie with silver and black stripes on a
grey round marked “Gucci,” a brown
Gucci tie with double G monogram in
gold and rust, a tie with blue circles
on a burgundy ground labeled
“Giorgio Armani,” and a brown and
grey tie with rust and blue stripes
labeled “Burberry.”

$600-800
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150
HUGH HEFNER RICK PALLACK SILK TIES
A group of five ties by Hugh Hefner’s clothing designer Rick Pallack: a
pewter tie with small black-outlined squares; an olive, lavender and
teal abstract design tie; a khaki tie with rust rosettes and cream four-
point flowers; a green, gold and pink floral tie; and a black tie with
white, blue and gold accents.

$400-600

151
HUGH HEFNER 

RICK PALLACK SILK TIES
A group of five ties by Hugh

Hefner’s clothing designer
Rick Pallack: a red tie with

small black-outlined squares,
a red and black checkered

tie, a solid navy tie, a blue tie
with light blue and grey discs,
and a patchwork designed tie
in blues, greens, and purples.

$400-600

Photo: Shutterstock
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153
HUGH HEFNER 
SILK NOVELTY TIES
A group of six silk neckties: a
Casablanca themed tie by Ralph
Marlin, a Marilyn Monroe themed tie,
a Vineyard Vines Custom Collection
blue Rabbit Head Symbol themed tie,
two Keith Haring themed ties labeled
“Special Editions Limited from the
Playboy Archives,” and a blue and
gold Pfizer Viagra tie.

$600-800

152
HUGH HEFNER SILK TIES,
INCLUDING RALPH LAUREN
A group of seven neckties: a tie with
grey and silver squares on a plum
ground marked “DKNY”; a purple tie
with purple geometric design marked
“Alfani”; a grey tie with navy, purple,
and cerise ovals marked “Sulka”; a tie
with red and blue design on grey
ground marked “Martelli”; a pink tie
with navy and gold stripes marked
“Eddia Beverly Hills”; a taupe tie with
green, maroon, and cream stripes
marked “Chaps by Ralph Lauren”;
and a taupe with red and blue
squares and diamonds marked “Polo
by Ralph Lauren.”

$400-600
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154
HUGH HEFNER RICK PALLACK BLAZER
A black, tan and brown patterned Rick Pallack wool blazer.

Size 42R

$200-400
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156
HUGH HEFNER CASHMERE SPORT COAT
A black cashmere sport coat by Carroll & Co.

Size 42R

$200-300

155
HUGH HEFNER RICK
PALLACK SUIT
A black cotton and viscose suit
made by Rick Pallack.

No size tag

$300-500
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157
HUGH HEFNER BLAZERS
A group of three blazers: two blue
Mr. Guy double-breasted blazers,
one heavy and one light wool, and
one khaki linen Rick Pallack single-
breasted blazer (size 42).

$400-600
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158
HUGH HEFNER RED DRESS SHIRT AND PLAYMATE BOOK
A red Turnbull & Asser dress shirt. Accompanied by a copy of The
Playmate Book: Six Decades of Centerfolds (Los Angeles: Taschen, 2005).

$200-300

photo: M
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159
HUGH HEFNER RED DRESS SHIRTS
A group of six shirts by maker Turnbull & Asser (size 16 1/2).

$800-1,200
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160
HUGH HEFNER ORANGE AND RED DRESS SHIRTS
A group of five shirts by makers Turnbull & Asser (size 16 1/2) and Metropolitan View.

$800-1,200

photo: Shutterstock



161
HUGH HEFNER DRESS SHIRT AND BOOK
A patterned orange and black Metropolitan View
dress shirt. Accompanied by a copy of The Playboy
Book: Fifty Years (Los Angeles: Taschen, 2007).

$300-500
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162
HUGH HEFNER PINK AND WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
A group of seven shirts by makers Turnbull & Asser (size 16 1/2), Rick Pallack
(size 16), Hawes & Curtis for Mr. Guy (size 16), and Brioni.

$800-1,200
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163
HUGH HEFNER 
STRIPED DRESS SHIRTS
A group of six shirts by maker
Turnbull & Asser (size 16).

$800-1,200

Photo: Heather Holt/Getty Im
ages
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164
HUGH HEFNER YELLOW DRESS SHIRTS
A group of six shirts by maker Turnbull & Asser (size 16 1/2).

$800-1,200
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165
HUGH HEFNER
PINK DRESS SHIRT
A pink custom dress
shirt by Anntony of
Beverly Hills

$200-300

Photo: Paul Archuleta/Film
M
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166
HUGH HEFNER PURPLE
DRESS SHIRTS
A group of seven shirts by makers
Turnbull & Asser (size 16 1/2),
Rick Pallack, and Paul Smith.

$800-1,200

Photo: Jean-Paul Aussenard/W
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167
HUGH HEFNER BLUE DRESS SHIRTS
A group of eight shirts by makers Turnbull & Asser (size 16 1/2) and Rick Pallack.

$800-1,200
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168
HUGH HEFNER STRIPED DRESS SHIRTS
A group of five shirts by makers Turnbull & Asser
(size 16 1/2), Rick Pallack (size 16), and Sulka
(size 16).

$800-1,200
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169
HUGH HEFNER 
BLUE DRESS SHIRT AND
PLAYMATE BOOK
A blue Ralph Lauren dress shirt.
Accompanied by a copy of The
Playmate Book: Six Decades of
Centerfolds (Los Angeles:
Taschen, 2005). 

$200-300

Photo: Shutterstock
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170
HUGH HEFNER GOO HEFFER 
10K GOLD KEEPSAKE COIN
A 10K gold coin engraved with an image of
Hugh Hefner’s alter ego, “Goo Heffer,” on one
side and “Don’t Forget Friday” on the other.
34.8 grams.

Diameter, 1 1/2 inches

$400-600

171
HUGH HEFNER
MONOGRAMMED
STERLING CUFFLINKS
A pair of Tiffany & Co. sterling
oval cufflinks monogrammed
“HMH.” .50 troy oz.

$300-500

172
HUGH HEFNER STERLING PLAYBOY
RABBIT HEAD SYMBOL CUFFLINKS
A pair of large square swivel-back cufflinks featuring
a Playboy Rabbit Head Symbol with a gemset eye
against a textured lozenge field. Marked “Sterling.”
Housed in an Addison Taylor box. Gross weight,
1.90 troy oz.

1 1/2 by 1 1/2 inches

$400-600
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173
HUGH HEFNER SILVER
SPECIALTIES STERLING COIN
A sterling coin marked on one side
with a Playboy Rabbit Head Symbol
and the inscription “It’s Fuckin’
Incredible!” 1.0 troy oz.

Diameter, 1 1/2 inches

$100-200

174
HUGH HEFNER 14K GOLD ENGRAVED MONEY CLIP
A money clip with “HH” against a textured ground on the front,
engraved “In greatful [sic] appreciation/ Sybil Brand/ 3-6-73” on
the back. 28.3 grams.

$400-600
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176
HUGH HEFNER 14K GOLD SCREW CUFFLINKS
A pair of gold screw cufflinks with tiger-eye cabochons on
the ends. Marked “14K CJS.” 20.2 grams, gross weight.

$600-800

175
HUGH HEFNER CUFFLINKS
A group of cufflinks including a pair of sterling Lalique cuffs with cabochon
glass faces marked “925” (gross weight, .35 troy oz.); a pair of textured gold
ovals marked “AB/ 18K” (19.6 grams); and a pair with silvertone typewriter
“H”s with marks for London, 1991 (gross weight, .34 troy oz.).

$800-1,200
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178
HUGH HEFNER TIFFANY 
MOTHER OF PEARL CUFFLINKS
A pair of Tiffany & Co. sterling and mother of
pearl vintage baton cufflinks, marked “Tiffany &
Co. / 925.” In original box.

$400-600

177
HUGH HEFNER 14K WHITE GOLD TAHITIAN
PEARL CUFFLINKS AND STUDS SET
A pair of 14K white gold swivel-back cufflinks set with
Tahitian pearls. Marked “14K.” Housed in a Dunhill box.
12.0 grams gross.

$600-800
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179
HUGH HEFNER NOVELTY
CUFFLINKS
A group of three pairs of cufflinks: a pair
from Sonia Spencer with animated
striptease; a pair from Simon Carter with a
nude seen from behind; and a pair from
Playboy featuring the first-issue Marilyn
cover.

$200-300
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181
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY AND
OTHER CUFFLINKS AND BOOK
A group of two sets of silvertone Playboy
logo cufflinks, together with a set of
silvertone and onyx cufflinks and a
hexagonal gold tone and onyx tuxedo
set in box.  Accompanied by a copy
of Playboy The 60s: Under the
Covers (New York: Bondi, 2009).

Box, 3 by 3 1/2 inches

$200-300

180
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY AND OTHER CUFFLINKS
A group of two sets of silvertone Playboy logo cufflinks, together
with a set of silvertone cufflinks engraved “BDSB” and a round
gold tone and onyx tuxedo set in box.

Box, 3 by 3 3/4 inches

$200-300
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182
HUGH HEFNER 
CURTIS POCKET WATCH
A gold tone pocket watch with a relief
hunting scene on the front and flower and
bird engraving on the back. The antimagnetic
watch is signed “Curtis” and has Roman
numeral chapters and baroque-style hands.

Height, 2 1/2 inches

$200-400

183
HUGH HEFNER WATCHES
A Hamilton watch with subsidiary dial, engraved “ERF” on the back,
with a brown exotic leather strap; and an Elgin stainless steel watch with
stretchable bracelet.

$300-500

184
HUGH HEFNER BUREN WRISTWATCH
A Buren wristwatch with Arabic chapters and second hand, day and
date window, and moonphase function. The watch is shock resistant
and antimagnetic. Stainless steel case numbered 465201. Attached to
a black strap.

$300-500
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185
HUGH HEFNER WATCHES
A Tissot 1853 watch with Roman numeral
chapters and date window, stainless steel
case, and original black leather strap from
Tissot; and a Gruen Calendar watch with
subsidiary dial and both day and date
window, case number 65772, with a
leather strap.

$400-600

186
HUGH HEFNER XEMEX AVENUE WATCH
A Xemex Avenue 21 crystals stainless steel watch with
baton chapters separated into four quadrants and a
second hand. The skeleton back is signed “Design
Kulling.” With original stainless steel bracelet.

$500-700

187
HUGH HEFNER ENGRAVED SILVER WATCH
An 80% silver Cornfeld & Cie vintage watch with Roman numeral chapters, engraved on
verso “HEF DECEMBER 1971.” Case number 1024. With attached bracelet. 3.7 troy oz.

$400-600
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188
HUGH HEFNER CARTIER WATCH
An 18K yellow gold plated watch signed
“Cartier” with invisible chapters, attached to a
black leather strap.

$400-600

189
HUGH HEFNER WATCH 
GIFTED FROM BARBI BENTON
An Accutron watch with Roman numeral
chapters and date window, with the crown at
the chapter “4” position, engraved on the back
“To Hef all my love Barbi 4-9-69.” The 14K
gold-filled case is stamped “Bulova.” Case
number H912708. With a black leather strap.

$600-800

190
HUGH HEFNER 
18K GOLD BAUME & MERCIER WATCH
A Baume & Mercier quartz watch with 18K
yellow gold case, Roman numeral chapters,
and date window. Case number
1506945/15205. Attached to a black Hirsch
reptile strap.

$600-800
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191
HUGH HEFNER ENGRAVED 
18K GOLD BAUME & MERCIER WATCH
A Baume & Mercier watch in 18K yellow gold
case with Roman numeral chapters and date
window on the “6” chapter, engraved on the
back “Hugh Hefner 2004 ACE Man of the
Year.” Case number MV045144/4245622.
Attached to a navy blue Baume & Mercier
leather strap.

$1,000-1,500

192
HUGH HEFNER ENGRAVED 
GOLD CONCORD WATCH
A Concord Nine/Quartz watch with diamond
chapters, case tests 14K yellow gold. The back
has a smoking Rabbit Head Symbol with a
crown, and beneath it reads “WITH LOVE 10-
09-83.” With black Concord leather strap.

$1,000-1,500

193
HUGH HEFNER ENGRAVED 14K 
GOLD OMEGA SEAMASTER WATCH
An Omega Seamaster Deville quartz watch
with baton chapters and date window, in 14K
yellow gold case. The back is engraved “To Hef
with all my love Heather 4-25-79.” Attached to
a black lizard strap.

$1,000-1,500
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194
HUGH HEFNER ENGRAVED TIMEX WATCH
A Timex Indiglo quartz watch with Arabic chapters and day and date
windows. Engraved on the stainless steel back “All My Love Brande
Bear.” Attached to a brown leather strap. Brande refers to Brande
Roderick, 2001 Playmate of the Year who dated Hugh Hefner from
2000 to 2001.

$200-400

195
HUGH HEFNER NOVELTY WATCH
A Swatch watch with bunnies in various sexual positions on the dial,
with a plastic strap that has a blue male bunny on the top half and a
pink female bunny on the bottom half. Marked “408” on the back.

$100-200
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196
HUGH HEFNER WATCHES
A Bradley quartz watch with Mickey Mouse on the dial and “50 Years of Time with Mickey” stamped
on the back, numbered M6636, with a black leather strap; and a Fred Astaire watch, no maker
information, with a black calfskin strap.

$100-200



197
HUGH HEFNER NOVELTY POCKET WATCH
A Hardon open-face pocket watch with multiple
sexual positions as chapters and a floating couple in
the midst of intercourse. The watch has a gold tone
case and is attached to a gold tone chain.

Length, 17 inches

$200-400
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198
HUGH HEFNER ENGRAVED IWJC WATCH
An IWJC watch with an enamel painted household scene on the verso
with humping dogs and a partial skeleton back with a couple in an
erotic position that follows the watch movement. The case is engraved
“Congratulations Hugh M. Hefner 1953-2003 50 Year Anniversary.”

$1,500-3,000
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199
HUGH HEFNER “TIME TO FUCK” WATCH
A novelty watch with a nude woman on the dial and the words
“TIME TO FUCK,” with stainless steel back and base metal case.
Attached to a brown lizard skin leather strap.

$200-400

200
HUGH HEFNER IWJC
EROTIQUE WATCH
An IWJC Erotique Lotus watch with
an enamel painted scene on the
verso, and a partial skeleton back
with a couple in an erotic position
that follows the watch
movement.  Numbered
053/100.  The watch has a
mother-of-pearl dial, a subsidiary
dial and a moonphase  function,
with an additional decorative dial
below.  Attached to an original
black IWJC leather strap. 

$1,000-1,500
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202
HUGH HEFNER WOOD SOFA TABLE
A sofa table with a geometric pattern inlaid top.

28 by 79 by 27 1/2 inches

$100-200

201
HUGH HEFNER ASIAN
POLYCHROME ENAMEL
AND IRON TABLE LAMP
A vase retrofitted as a table lamp.

Height, 30 inches

$150-250
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203
BLACK MODEL PLAYBOY JET
A scale model DC9-30 “Big Bunny.”

16 by 30 by 24 inches

$200-300
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204
HUGH HEFNER CERAMIC TIGER 
An Italian hand painted ceramic tiger (small chip to the right ear.)

31 by 28 by 12 inches

$400-600

156 FROM THE COLLECTION OF HUGH M. HEFNER
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205
HUGH HEFNER LUCILLE BALL
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT TROPHY
A trophy engraved “Hugh Hefner” and dated “1976.”
From the library at the Playboy Mansion.

18 by 12 by 10 inches

$300-500

206
HUGH HEFNER FRAMED MAGAZINE COVERS
A group of six magazine covers: TIME, Esquire, People, Rolling Stone,
Picture Week and Cal Today. From  Hugh Hefner’s study at the Playboy
Mansion.

15 1/2 by 13 inches, framed

$50-150
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208
HUGH HEFNER BIRTHDAY ROAST INVITATION
A framed invitation to a surprise birthday party/roast given
by Christie Hefner for Hugh Hefner on his 50th birthday.

22 1/4 by 8 5/8 inches, framed

$200-400

207
HUGH HEFNER MODEL BIPLANE
A wooden vintage biplane painted in primary colors). 

10 by 15 by 16 inches

$25-50
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209
HUGH HEFNER BRASS BARWARE SET WITH STAND
A set of vintage brass barware tools (missing one tool). From the library at the
Playboy Mansion.

Height, 11 inches

$200-300

photo by: Tiffany Rose Photography



210
HUGH HEFNER SMOKING SIGN
A vintage scrolled wrought iron sign reading
“Please: Smoking only in the Library.”

43 by 17 inches

$200-300

160 FROM THE COLLECTION OF HUGH M. HEFNER

211
HUGH HEFNER FIRST EDITION, 
F. SCOTT FITZGERALD, THE GREAT GATSBY
F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby, New York, Charles Scribner’s
Sons, 1925. First edition, first issue with the correct issue points as
called for by Matthew Bruccoli, A11.1a. Octavo.

Height, 8 inches

PROVENANCE From the Estate of Hugh Hefner; Heritage Book
Shop, Los Angeles

$3,000-4,000



212
HUGH HEFNER RAY BRADBURY SIGNED FAHRENHEIT 451
A signed and inscribed copy of the 40th Anniversary Edition of Ray
Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451 (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1993).
Together with an illustrated edition from 1982 in a slipcover case.

Larger, 11 by 7 1/4 inches

$250-350

213
HUGH HEFNER SALVADOR DALI BIBLIA SACRA LUXUS EDITION, 1967
A group of five large folio volumes of Salvador Dali’s Biblia Sacra, Milan: Rizzoli, 1967, edition number 405/1499. Each
volume is bound in Morocco leather with moiré silk slipcases. The work is written in Latin and accompanied by 105 color
lithographs. Printed on the front matter page of this set is “Exemplar apposite impressum pro Hugh M. Hefner.”

20 by 15 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches

$8,000-10,000
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214
HUGH HEFNER BOUND SET OF
PLAYBOY MAGAZINES
A leather bound set of every Playboy
magazine starting with the first issue, volume
1, 1954 and going through volume 60b,
Deceember 2013. 137 bound volumes.

Each volume, 11 by 8 1/4 inches

$20,000-40,000

162 FROM THE COLLECTION OF HUGH M. HEFNER
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215
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY LEGACY
COLLECTION GOLD EDITION
A limited edition set of 48 chromogenic and gelatin
silver prints by various photographers, including
Guido Argentini, David LaChappelle, Tom Kelly,
Sante D’Orazio, and Bert Stern among others, and
featuring Pamela Anderson, Ursula Andress, Marilyn
Monroe, Madonna, and Stephanie Seymour, to name
a few.  Each print is blindstamped in the lower right
margin. Accompanied by the volume Mutual
Seduction: The Photography of Playboy and various
text inserts in a folio wooden case with gold
embossed title, and Playboy Club facsimile
key.  Edition 3/75, published in 2007 by Playboy
Enterprises International, Chicago.

Folio, 22 1/2 by 18 1/2 inches

$20,000-30,000
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216
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY BOOKS
A group of approximately 15 books published by or about various
aspects of Playboy, including a box set of Hugh Hefner’s Playboy
published by Taschen.

Largest, 14 by 10 inches

$300-500

217
HUGH HEFNER THAT TODDLIN’ TOWN!, 1951
A book of comic illustrations, That Toddlin’ Town!: A
Rowdy Burlesque of Chicago Manners and Morals, by
Hugh M. Hefner (Chicago: Chi Publishers, 1951). 

8 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches

$200-400



218
HUGH HEFNER THE PLAYBOY BOOK: FORTY YEARS
A sealed copy of The Playboy Book: Forty Years, together with a printed copy of a poster for a book signing appearance.

Poster, 28 by 22 inches

$100-200
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219
HUGH HEFNER SEX BOOKS
A group of 18 mostly vintage books about various aspects of sex.

Largest, 14 by 12 inches

$250-350

220
HUGH HEFNER BETTIE PAGE BOOKS

A group of five books and a pamphlet about Bettie Page.

Largest, 14 by 10 1/2 inches

$100-200

221
HUGH HEFNER MARILYN MONROE BOOKS
A group of eight books about Marilyn Monroe by authors
Bert Stern, George Barris, and Susan Bernard, among others.

Largest, 13 1/3 by 11 1/2 inches

$200-300
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223
HUGH HEFNER 007
TOY PROP PISTOL
A 007 toy prop pistol gifted
to Hugh Hefner from Ian
Fleming. Housed in a fitted
box.

Box, 1 3/4 by 7 by 5 1/2
inches

$300-500

224
HUGH HEFNER 

HUMPHREY BOGART THEMED BOOKS
A group of eight books about Humphrey Bogart,

Casablanca, or The Maltese Falcon.

Largest, 14 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$150-250

222
HUGH HEFNER JAMES

BOND 007 BOOKS
A collection of seven books

about James Bond or Ian
Fleming, including a printed

address given at Fleming’s
memorial service in 1964.

Largest, 12 by 10 inches

$200-300
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225
HUGH HEFNER JIMMY CARTER SIGNED
PLAYBOY ISSUE FROM NOVEMBER 1976
A Playboy magazine from November 1976 featuring
a long Jimmy Carter interview, signed by Carter on
page 63.

11 by 8 1/2 inches

$200-300

226
HUGH HEFNER BIG BUNNY BOOK
A copy of Big Bunny: The Inside Story of Playboy
by Joe Goldberg (New York: HMH
Publishing/Ballantine, 1967). With “Playboy
Library” markings inside.

7 1/4 by 4 1/2 inches

$50-100
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227
HUGH HEFNER TASCHEN GOAT COLLECTOR’S EDITION
A limited edition sumo hardcover book in a clamshell box with print, GOAT: A
Tribute to Muhammad Ali (Taschen America, 2004), copy number 00000 of
10,000.  Signed by Muhammad Ali and by Jeff Koons.  Given to Hugh Hefner
as a gift in 2004.  The giver’s signature is illegible.

20 by 20 inches

PROVENANCE From the Collection of Hugh M. Hefner

$2,000-4,000



229
HUGH HEFNER JOHNNY
MERCER 1938 CHRISTMAS CARD
An original copy of Johnny Mercer’s
annual Christmas card, 1938 edition, the
first of decades of annual greetings in
rhyme. This card is in the form of a
printed book in an original fitted
clamshell box with marbled endpaper.
Given as a gift to Hugh Hefner in 1994
by Hoagy Carmichael. Together with a
copy of another Carmichael book, The
Stardust Road (New York: Rinehart &
Co., 1946), inscribed to Hefner from
Carmichael.

Larger, 10 by 6 3/4 inches

$300-500

170 FROM THE COLLECTION OF HUGH M. HEFNER

228
HUGH HEFNER HORROR BOOKS
A group of 13 assorted horror books, including a copy of Frankenstein by
Mary Shelley inscribed “To Hugh/ Mother and Dad/ Christmas 1940” and
a copy of Unholy Trinity by Ray Russell, signed by the author.

Largest, 13 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$200-300
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230
HUGH HEFNER PLAYMATES BOOKS AND POSTER
A group of books including one on Vanna White, one about Dorothy Stratten, and one by
Julie Strain.  Together with a composite poster of Marilyn Monroe images.

Poster, 36 by 26 1/2 inches

$100-200
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231
HUGH HEFNER SIGNED
LETTER FROM GLORIA
STEINEM AND BOOK
A one-page typed letter from Gloria
Steinem dated July 7, 1962,
wherein she discusses missing Hugh
Hefner on his recent visit to New
York and offering to set up a future
meeting. Signed in green ink. (The
photograph depicts Steinem and
Hefner at the induction into the
Editors Hall of Fame in New York in
1998). Accompanied by a copy of
Mr. Playboy: Hugh Hefner and the
American Dream (Hoboken: John
Wiley & Sons, 2008).

11 by 8 1/2 inches

$300-500
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232
HUGH HEFNER HARVARD LAMPOON MEDALLION
A bronze Vanitas 1876 Harvard Lampoon medal on a purple and gold silk ribbon.

Diameter, 1 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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233
HUGH HEFNER NORMAN LEAR PLAYBOY SCRIPT
A bound first draft of a screenplay for Playboy, written by Norman Lear in 1963,
annotated throughout with handwritten notes by Hugh Hefner.

11 1/2 by 9 inches

$400-600
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234
HUGH HEFNER SATURDAY

NIGHT LIVE SCRIPT, 1977
A brown leatherbound copy of

Saturday Night Live, Host: Hugh
Hefner, dated October 15, 1977,

show #73. With the Not Ready for
Prime Time Players: Dan Aykroyd,

John Belushi, Garrett Morris, Bill
Murray, Jane Curtin, Laraine

Newman, and Gilda Radner.
Inscribed to “Hef” by Don Rogers.

11 1/2 by 8 3/4 inches

$800-1,200
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235
HUGH HEFNER SCRIPT THE FIENDISH PLOT OF DR. FU MANCHU
A custom bound script and numerous photographs for The Fiendish Plot of Dr. Fu Manchu (Braun Entertainment Group/Playboy
Enterprises, 1980) starring Peter Sellers. Hugh Hefner was the film’s executive producer. Bound in padded black leather with gilt lettering.

12 by 10 inches

$300-500

236
HUGH HEFNER SCRIPT FOR “CENTERFOLD”
A bound original screenplay for the unmade film “Centerfold” by Lewis John Carlino, with the names “CAA Agency—Martin Baum,”
“Property of Albion Films,” “Tommy Mottola,” and “Jeb Brian” on the title page.

11 by 8 1/2 inches

$200-300
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237
HUGH HEFNER 

PERSONAL BEST SCREENPLAY
A green leatherbound copy of

Personal Best (Geffen, 1982) with an
inscription and signature by Robert

“Bob” Towne.  “Hugh M. Hefner” is
printed in gilt lettering on the cover.

11 1/4 by 8 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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238
HUGH HEFNER SEX LIFE HIGHLIGHTS BOOK
A blank novelty book titled “Highlights in the Sex Life of Hugh M.
Hefner...Authentically Described and Accurately Illustrated.”

9 1/4 by 6 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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239
HUGH HEFNER HOLY BIBLE AND ORDAINED
MINISTER CARD
A leatherbound bible with “Hugh Hefner” imprinted on
the cover in gilt lettering, together with a card certifying
that Hugh Hefner is an ordained minister of the
American Secular Humanist Church.

8 3/4 by 6 3/4 inches

$800-1,200
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241
HUGH HEFNER MYSTERY, WEALTH,
AND ART THEMED BOARD GAMES
A group of eight vintage board games,
including Whodunit, Orient Express, Billionaire,
Beverly Hills, Movie Moguls, and Masterpiece,
among others.

Largest, 20 by 14 inches

$100-200

240
HUGH HEFNER MONOGRAMMED PETROPOLIS GAME
A limited edition version of the strategy oil game Petropolis in a green
leather case marked “HMH,” marked number 0036.

14 by 20 1/2 inches

$100-200
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242
HUGH HEFNER SEX AND OTHER THEMED GAMES
A group of six vintage board games, including Sexual Trivia, The
Sex Connection, Taboo, and Deluxe Dirty Words, among others.

Largest, 15 1/4 by 10 1/4 inches

$100-200

243
HUGH HEFNER HARLEY-DAVIDSON MONOPOLY GAME
A 2003 Collector’s Edition motorcycle themed Monopoly game,
produced by the Franklin Mint.

21 1/2 by 21 1/2 inches

$400-600
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244
HUGH HEFNER TRAVEL BACKGAMMON SET
A backgammon set together with a “Hef” stuffed bear, three vintage metal Playboy
coasters, a Playboy Club lowball, and a martini glass.

Backgammon board, 15 by 9 1/2 inches

$200-300
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245
HUGH HEFNER BOARD AND OTHER GAMES
A group of 12 assorted games including Bingo, Chinese
Checkers, Clue, Guesstures, Monopoly, Sorry, and Would You
Rather, among others.

$200-400

246
HUGH HEFNER 

FRAMED SCRABBLE BOARD
Playboy themed words on a

framed Scrabble board.

22 1/2 by 22 inches

$300-500
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247
HUGH HEFNER BACKGAMMON BOARD
A homemade backgammon board with a wood base and leather top.

23 by 25 3/4 inches

$200-300
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248
HUGH HEFNER BACKGAMMON BOARD
A backgammon table with a baize and leather games top
and carved elephant trunk-form table legs.

27 by 44 by 31 inches

$800-1,200



250
HUGH HEFNER PERSONALIZED CLUE GAME
A game of Clue – Master Detective with decoupage, “HMH” tags and photographs
personalizing it with Playboy logos and Playmates for Hugh Hefner.

$300-500

188 FROM THE COLLECTION OF HUGH M. HEFNER

249
HUGH HEFNER CHIC CHICAGO GAME
A Chicago themed game with a Monopoly style
board with a Playboy Rabbit Head Symbol landing
square. Given to Hugh Hefner as a gift from Christie
Hefner with a gift note included.

Box, 9 1/2 by 18 1/2 inches

$200-400
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251
HUGH HEFNER PERSONALIZED WHODUNIT GAME
A personalized game of Whodunit with the characters as friends
and family of Hugh Hefner and the Playboy Mansion as the
setting. In a custom wood box, together with an oversize board.

Board, 38 by 36 1/2 inches

$400-600

252
HUGH HEFNER 
BACKGAMMON BOARD AND BOOKS
A travel-size backgammon board featuring
Playmate markers, gifted to Hefner by “Sian,”
together with three books about backgammon.

Largest, 12 1/2 by 9 inches

$200-300
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253
HUGH HEFNER MONOPOLY MONEY
A set of custom Monopoly money with Hugh Hefner’s face on the front and the Chicago and West Coast
Playboy Mansions on the back. Together with a set of large-format Community Chest and Chance cards.

Largest, 3 1/4 by 5 1/4 inches

$300-500

254
HUGH HEFNER MONOPOLY MONEY
A set of custom Monopoly money with Hugh Hefner’s face on the front and the Chicago and West Coast
Playboy Mansions on the back. Together with a set of large-format Community Chest and Chance cards.

Largest, 3 1/4 by 5 1/4 inches

$300-500
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256
HUGH HEFNER MONOPOLY MONEY
A set of custom Monopoly money with Hugh Hefner’s face
on the front and the Chicago and West Coast Playboy
Mansions on the back. Together with a set of large-
format Community Chest and Chance cards.

Largest, 3 1/4 by 5 1/4 inches

$300-500

255
HUGH HEFNER MONOPOLY MONEY
A set of custom Monopoly money with Hugh Hefner’s face on the front and the Chicago and West Coast
Playboy Mansions on the back. Together with a set of large-format Community Chest and Chance cards.

Largest, 3 1/4 by 5 1/4 inches

$300-500
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257
HUGH HEFNER CUSTOM MONOPOLY
BOARD GAME AND BOOK
A custom wood framed Monopoly board
together with custom painted sculpted metal
figurines by Thomas James circa 1974,
including a pipe-smoking Hefner, John Dante,
Shel Silverstein, Gene Siskel,  and a Playboy
Bunny among other Mansion regulars,
according to a passage on pages 108-111 Hef’s Little Black
Book, (New York: Harper Collins, 2004). This set also includes
custom Hefner Monopoly money, Art Deco style houses and
hotels, cards, hourglasses, dice, and cupholders in a custom
wood box marked “Monopoly Parts for HMH.” Accompanied by
a copy of the book.

Box, 7 by 17 1/4 by 11 inches

$6,000-8,000
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258
HUGH HEFNER 
KIMBERLEY CONRAD HEFNER
ETCHED GLASS DOOR
A full-length backlit etched glass
portrait of Kimberley Conrad Hefner,
a door from the Playboy Mansion.

Approximately 90 by 46 inches

$2,000-3,000
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259
HUGH HEFNER 

KIMBERLEY CONRAD HEFNER
MONOGRAMMED TOWELS

A set of four towels monogrammed
“KCH,” together with a bathrobe.

$200-400

260
HUGH HEFNER DENNIS

MUKAI KIMBERLEY PRINT
A Dennis Mukai serigraph of

Kimberley Conrad Hefner, dated
1989. Signed lower right and

marked “Hors Commerce.”

36 by 28 inches

$400-600



261
HUGH HEFNER RICHARD SCOTT PORTRAITS
A pair of pen and ink portraits of Hugh Hefner and Kimberley Conrad Hefner, each signed lower left and dated 1991.
Framed against a velvet ground with a nameplate.

17 3/4 by 15 inches

$300-500
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262
HUGH HEFNER 35TH ANNIVERSARY PHOTOGRAPH
A framed color photograph of Hugh and Kimberley Conrad Hefner taken on the occasion of Playboy's 35th Anniversary
and used as the back glass mirror art of a Playboy pinball machine.

23 1/2 by 29 1/2 inches, framed

$300-500
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264
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY LOGO SWIVEL CHAIR
A white leather Playboy Rabbit Head Symbol shaped chair
with a black base.

37 by 16 by 14 inches

$300-500

263
HUGH HEFNER LARGE FORMAT PLAYBOY MAGAZINE COVERS
A group of three oversize framed giclée on canvas Playboy magazine covers.

45 1/2 by 32 3/4 inches

$400-600



265
HUGH HEFNER PLUSH 
UPHOLSTERED RED LIP CHAIR
An upholstered chair on chrome legs. From
the guesthouse at the Playboy Mansion.

27 by 26 by 24 inches

$75-150
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267
HUGH HEFNER RABBIT HEAD SYMBOL TABLE
A Playboy Rabbit Head Symbol shaped table. From the guesthouse at the Playboy Mansion. 

18 1/2 by 38 by 22 inches

$100-200

266
HUGH HEFNER PLUSH STILETTO SHOE CHAIR
A shoe-form side chair upholstered in purple and cream
leopard print fabric. From the guesthouse at the Playboy
Mansion.

41 by 21 by 32 inches

$100-200



268
HUGH HEFNER PAMELA ANDERSON PHOTOGRAPH
A framed black and white photograph of Pamela Anderson inscribed
“Hef I love you! #14/ Pamela Anderson xo.” Signed illegibly by the
photographer lower right and dated “2010.”

17 1/2 by 21 1/2 inches, framed

$300-500

269
HUGH HEFNER PAMELA ANDERSON PLAYBOY MIRROR
A rectangular wall mirror with decoupage Pamela Anderson Playboy
Magazine decoration and bevel-edged glass. From the Guesthouse at
the Playboy Mansion.

46 by 23 1/2 inches

$150-250
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271
HUGH HEFNER’S PLAYBOY TASCHEN LIMITED EDITION
Hugh Hefner’s Playboy, Taschen: Chicago, 2009. Six-volume hard cover set in an acrylic box, with a
facsimile copy of the first Playboy issue, from 1953, featuring Marilyn Monroe on the cover. Signed by
Hugh Hefner, edition number AP 003/100, with a swatch of Hefner’s silk pajamas tipped in.

Set, approximately 12 by 15 by 15 inches

$1,000-2,000
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270
HUGH HEFNER 
PLAYBOY COVERS SHIRT 
A Playboy brand shirt with
pictorial buttons.

Size M

$200-400
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272
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY WALL ART ITEMS
A group of three pieces of Playboy themed wall art.

Largest, 15 1/2 by 22 inches

$100-200

274
HEFNER PLAYBOY MEMORABILIA
Playboy cufflinks, and a metal and fabric
Playboy cigarette case.

Pen, length, 6 1/4 inches

$150-250

273
HUGH HEFNER 
VINTAGE FAUX FUR BUNNY BLANKET
A Rabbit Head Symbol faux fur black blanket with
initials “HH” on the collar and checkerboard
pattern on the back side.

Approximately 62 by 52 inches

$300-500
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275
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY SWIVEL CHAIR
A white leather Playboy logo shaped chair with a black base.  Pictured in season 1,
episode 2 of The Girls Next Door (E!, 2005-2009).  The same or similar accompanied
by a copy of the episode.

37 by 16 by 14 inches

$300-500

276
HUGH HEFNER 
PLAYBOY POKER CHIPS AND LOWBALL GLASSES
A set of Playboy poker chips in a locking aluminum case.
Together with a set of a dozen Playboy logo lowball glasses.

Case, 4 by 15 by 9 inches

$300-500



278
HUGH HEFNER MR. PLAYBOY 
COLLECTOR’S EDITION PLUSH RABBIT
A 1999 plush martini drinking, tuxedo wearing Mr. Playboy housed
in original box, from a Collector’s Limited Edition production.

Box, 23 1/2 by 2 by 9 inches

$50-100
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277
HUGH HEFNER
GRANITE PLAYBOY
RABBIT HEAD SYMBOL
A custom-made plaque given
to Hugh Hefner in 2004 by
Tony Caciolo.

11 by 7 inches

$200-400

279
HUGH HEFNER MARTINI GLASSES
A group of three glasses with a gilt rabbit on
each stem, each in a blue velvet pouch.

Height, 7 inches

$100-200
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281
HUGH HEFNER 
PLAYBOY CHAIRS AND LAMP
A group of Playboy items including two fold-out
seats, a cushion, and a table lamp.

Lamp, 21 inches

$200-300

280
HUGH HEFNER CARVED 
WOOD RABBIT HEAD SYMBOL
A custom-made carving with “HEF” nameplate,
given to Hugh Hefner in 2006, signed “Meyer.”

Height, 13 inches

$200-400

282
ARTIST SIGNED “ROCK
THIS RABBIT” POSTER

Original poster artwork featuring
the Rabbit Head Symbol.

24 by 20 inches

$100-200
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283
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY LOWBALL GLASSES
A set of a dozen Playboy logo lowball glasses.

$200-400

284
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY LOWBALL GLASSES
A set of a dozen Playboy logo lowball glasses.

$200-400
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285
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY
GROOMING PRODUCTS
A group of assorted Playboy
brand men’s grooming products

$100-200

286
HUGH HEFNER CELEBRATION STEMWARE
A group of stemware including a handpainted
martini glass and a pair of Godinger champagne
glasses with “2000” on the stems.

Tallest, height, 9 inches

$100-200

287
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY
GROOMING PRODUCTS
A group of assorted Playboy
brand men’s grooming products.

$100-200
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288
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY THEMED MERCHANDISE
A group of merchandise including a 2014 Jazz Festival blanket and flashlight, clock, cufflinks,
diamanté Playboy logo necklace, and coffee cup.

$300-500

289
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY THEMED MERCHANDISE
A group of merchandise including a Jazz Festival blanket, bath
mat, tissue box, collared shirt, and baseball cap.

$150-250
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290
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY
THEMED MERCHANDISE
A group of merchandise including a
2014 Jazz Festival blanket and
flashlight, clock, diamanté Playboy
logo necklace, and coffee cup.

$200-400

292
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY
THEMED MERCHANDISE
A group of merchandise including a
2014 Jazz Festival blanket, clock, shot
glasses, cufflinks, baseball cap, and
diamanté Playboy Rabbit Head
Symbol necklace.

$300-500

291
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY
BASEBALL CAP
A red and black cap with the
Playboy Rabbit Head Symbol.

$50-100
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293
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY CHRONOGRAPH WATCH
A silver and gold tone Playboy chronograph watch, 5 ATM water
resistant, with three subsidiary dials, pyramid chapters, and a date
window. The watch is licensed and designed by Time Force AG of
Switzerland for Playboy Timepieces, and has a tachymeter around
the dial.

$400-600

294
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY WRISTWATCH
A Playboy wristwatch with date window and Playboy logo,
licensed and designed by Time Force AG of Switzerland for
Playboy Timepieces. The watch is 5 ATM water resistant, case
number 8337, with a black leather Playboy strap. The watch still
has the original Playboy Timepieces tag attached.

$200-400
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295
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY WATCH
A stainless steel Playboy quartz watch with Roman
numeral chapters and date window, attached to a
stainless steel deployant strap. The watch is licensed
and designed by Time Force AG of Switzerland for
Playboy Timepieces and is marked “waterproof.”

$300-500

296
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY CHRONOGRAPH WATCH
A Playboy chronograph watch with baton chapters and two
digital screens with dual time calendar, alarm, chime, timer, and
stopwatch functions. The watch is licensed and designed by Time
Force AG of Switzerland for Playboy Timepieces. Case number
1181. With rotating bezel, stainless steel case and strap, and
deployant clasp.

$300-500
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297
HUGH HEFNER VINTAGE CASUAL SUITS 
A group of three custom linen summer suits, one
beige, one light grey, and one blue, two with labels
marked “O.A. Papales” and one unlabeled, from
the late 1970s. 

No size tags

$600-800

photo: Shutterstock
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298
HUGH HEFNER BOWLING BALL, ROLLER SKATE, AND BOOK
A vintage Brunswick Crown Jewel gold bowling ball engraved “Hef,” together with a single vintage leather roller skate.
Accompanied by a copy of Mr. Playboy: Hugh Hefner and the American Dream (Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, 2008).

Ball, diameter, 9 inches

$150-250



300
HUGH HEFNER BROWN JACKET
A textured corduroy brown double-breasted jacket with a
velvet collar by Eric Ross & Co. of Beverly Hills, labeled
"Styled for Hugh M. Hefner."

$300-500
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299
HUGH HEFNER DENIM SHIRT AND BOOK
A denim shirt by labeled "Brittania Sportswear." The
same or similar shirt is pictured in a copy of Inside
the Playboy Mansion, (Los Angeles: General
Publishing Group, 1998).

Size M

$200-400
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302
HUGH HEFNER 
PATTERNED SUEDE SUIT
A vintage patterned suede shirt
by Schiatti & Co., Italy.

$400-600

301
HUGH HEFNER PATTERNED SUEDE SHIRT
A vintage patterned suede shirt by Schiatti & Co.,
Italy.

$200-400

303
HUGH HEFNER CARDIGAN SWEATERS
A group of three vintage cardigan sweaters: one green wool by Mr. Guy/ Beverly Hills, one black wool by Domino/
Chicago, and one ivory wool by Odys de Paris by Saint Joseph.

$200-400



304
HUGH HEFNER VELVET SHIRTS
A group of five velvet shirts in assorted colors and patterns. All labeled "Baxter/ Made in Italy."

Size L

$400-600

305
HUGH HEFNER VINTAGE SHIRTS
A group of three vintage shirts: one by Nat Wise with a looped collar, one by
Riddle-McIntyle with a looped collar, and one by Larry Marty with embroidered
cuffs. Together with three silk scarves for looping through the collars.

$400-600
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307
HUGH HEFNER VELVET SUIT
A vintage black velvet suit by maker
George Mashbitz, with a label on the
interior pocket reading "Hugh Hefner/
Oct. 1969."

$300-500
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306
HUGH HEFNER NEHRU SHIRTS
A group of six mostly cotton or silk Nehru shirts by various
makers, one is short-sleeved and one is striped.

Size M

$300-500



309
HUGH HEFNER BEDROOM SLIPPERS
A pair of black suede slippers with black leather
insoles, custom made by Di Fabrizio of Los Angeles.

$200-300
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308
HUGH HEFNER BESPOKE SMOKING JACKET
A scarlet silk damask smoking jacket with shawl collar
and self-tie belt closure. Pictured in The Girls Next
Door (E!, 2005-2009). Accompanied by a copy of the
dvd. 

$3,000-5,000



311
HUGH HEFNER BESPOKE SLIPPERS
A pair of black suede slippers with red
leather insoles by Di Fabrizio of Los Angeles.

No size marked

$200-400
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310
HUGH HEFNER SMOKING JACKET
A midnight blue velvet smoking jacket with
a quilted shawl collar, by Brooks Brothers. 

Size L

$800-1,200
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312
HUGH HEFNER CARVED BRIAR PIPE
A carved briar pipe with custom Playboy Rabbit
Head Symbol, marked “Playboy/ Imported Briar/
France.

Length, 6 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

313
HUGH HEFNER BESPOKE SLIPPERS
A pair of black suede slippers with red leather insoles, custom made by Di Fabrizio
of Los Angeles and embossed “Hugh Hefner” in gold lettering on the inserts.

Size 10

$300-500
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314
HUGH HEFNER BESPOKE
RED SILK PAJAMAS 
A pair of red silk pajamas
consisting of a button-front silk
pajama top, together with a pair
of drawstring and elastic waist
pajama bottoms. 

$1,000-2,000
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315
HUGH HEFNER GOLD SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of gold colored silk pajamas consisting of a button-front silk
pajama top, together with a pair of drawstring and elastic waist
pajama bottoms. With “Hugh Hefner” written on the pocket by
Hefner in black marker pen.

$1,500-2,500

316
HUGH HEFNER BESPOKE DUNHILL SLIPPERS
A pair of vintage black velvet slippers with gold thread
embroidered "HMH" monogram and quilted red satin
insoles. Marked "Dunhill Tailors" and "Made in
England."

$300-500
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317
HUGH HEFNER BESPOKE SMOKING JACKET
A scarlet silk damask smoking jacket with shawl collar
and self-tie belt closure.

$3,000-5,000

photo: Shutterstock
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318
HUGH HEFNER 
RUST SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of rust silk pajamas
consisting of a button-front
silk pajama top, together
with a pair of drawstring
and elastic waist pajama
bottoms.

$1,000-2,000

319
HUGH HEFNER BEDROOM SLIPPERS
A pair of black suede slippers with black leather
insoles, custom made by Di Fabrizio of Los Angeles.

$200-300
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321
HUGH HEFNER BESPOKE DUNHILL SLIPPERS
A pair of vintage black velvet slippers with gold thread
embroidered "HMH" monogram and quilted red satin insoles.
Marked "Dunhill Tailors" and "Made in England."

$300-500

320
HUGH HEFNER
BESPOKE RED SILK
PAJAMAS
A pair of red silk pajamas
consisting of a button-front
silk pajama top with
drawstring and elastic waist
pajama bottoms. 

$1,000-2,000
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323
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE BLACK SILK PAJAMAS 
A pair of black silk pajamas consisting of
a button-front silk pajama top with
drawstring and elastic waist pajama
bottoms. 

$1,000-2,000
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322
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE GOLD SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of gold silk pajamas consisting of a
button-front silk pajama top with drawstring
and elastic waist pajama bottoms.

$1,000-2,000

324
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE PINK SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of pink silk pajamas consisting of a
button-front silk pajama top with drawstring
and elastic waist pajama bottoms.

$800-1,200
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325
HUGH HEFNER TOMMY BAHAMA SHIRTS AND BOOK
A group of three beige and green island-themed short-sleeve silk shirts. Accompanied by
a copy of The Girls Next Door (New York, Simon Spotlight Entertainment, 2008).

Size M

$200-300
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326
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY CLUB SHIRT
A Playboy brand shirt with Playboy club images.  

Size L

$200-400

327
HUGH HEFNER “PLAYBOY
CYBERCLUB” NEON SIGN

A white neon sign from the
Playboy Mansion.

23 by 37 inches

$200-300
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328
HUGH HEFNER BETTIE PAGE SHIRT
A black and white Bettie Page shirt by Dragonfly Clothing.  

Size L

$200-400
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329
HUGH HEFNER MARILYN MONROE SHIRT
A black and white Marilyn Monroe shirt. No maker’s mark present.

Size M

$200-400
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330
HUGH HEFNER 
LORO PIANA BLAZER AND BOOK
A blue wool blazer with gold buttons.
Accompanied by a copy of The Girls Next Door
(New York: Simon Spotlight Entertainment, 2008).

Size 41L

$400-600
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332
HUGH HEFNER WHITE CAPTAIN’S HAT AND BOOK
A white hat with a nautical patch and a black patent leather visor. Accompanied by
a copy of The Girls Next Door (New York: Simon Spotlight Entertainment, 2008).

Size 7 1/4

$300-500

331
HUGH HEFNER ATHLETIC SHOES AND BOOK
A group of shoes including two pairs of G Units and one pair of Sperry Top-Sider Marine shoes.
Accompanied by a copy of The Girls Next Door (New York: Simon Spotlight Entertainment, 2008). 

Sizes 10 and 10 1/2

$200-300



334
HUGH HEFNER 
BLUE NAVAL CAP
A Hugh Hefner worn
signature cap with a black
patent leather visor.

Size 7 1/4

$300-500
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333
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY MAGAZINE COVERS SHIRT 
A Playboy brand magazine covers shirt. 

Size L

$200-400

Photo: Eric CATARINA/Gam
m

a-Rapho/Getty Im
ages
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335
HUGH HEFNER WHITE CAPTAIN’S HAT
A white Captain’s hat with a black patent leather visor.  

Size 7

$300-500

photo by: Tiffany Rose Photography
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336
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY COVERS SHIRT 
A Playboy brand shirt with pictorial buttons.  

Size L

$200-400
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337
HUGH HEFNER ATHLETIC SHOES 
A group of four pairs of athletic shoes: two G Unit, one Nike,
and one Reebok.

Sizes 10 and 10 1/2

$100-200
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338
HUGH HEFNER WINTER CLOTHES
A group of winter clothes including a Columbia snow jacket; Polartec boots,
size 10 1/2; leather hat with rabbit fur; and cashmere scarf.  Pictured in a
season 5, episode 13 of The Girls Next Door (E!, 2005-2009).  Together
with a copy of the episode.

Sizes vary

$300-500
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339
HUGH HEFNER SCARVES AND GLOVES
A group of scarves and gloves including two Burberry cashmere
scarves; a Gucci navy, wine and purple wool scarf; a red wool
unlabeled scarf; and a pair of Wilson’s leather gloves.

$400-600

photo by: Tiffany Rose Photography

340
HUGH HEFNER SKIS, POLES AND BOOTS
A pair of vintage Hart Camaro skis marked 200-AL8172 with Geze bindings. Engraved "Hugh M.
Hefner." Together with two sets of vintage boots, one Raichle, and two sets of vintage poles.

Length, 80 inches

$300-500
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341
HUGH HEFNER ROVENTINO SHORT-SLEEVE SHIRT
A shirt featuring images of Dasha Astafieva, the 55th Anniversary Playmate.

Size M

$300-500



343
HUGH HEFNER RABBIT
HEAD SYMBOL SHIRT
A Playboy brand logo shirt with
Playmate detail on the buttons.

Size M

$200-400
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342
HUGH HEFNER RABBIT
HEAD SYMBOL SHIRT
A black and gold Playboy logo
short-sleeve shirt.

Size XL

$200-400



344
HUGH HEFNER NBA WORLD CHAMPIONS RING
A 14K yellow gold ring with “N.B.A. World Champions” on the top centering
a full-cut round diamond, graded VVS clarity. On one side is “NBA 1980” and
on the other “Hefner/ Los Angeles Lakers/ 123-102.” The interior of the ring is
stamped “Balfour.” Size 10, 38.9 grams.

$2,000-4,000
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345
HUGH HEFNER JEFF HAMILTON LAKERS
LEATHER MOTORCYCLE JACKET
A custom black leather Jeff Hamilton Lakers
motorcycle jacket with “Lakers” and “Playboy” logos
and satin lining, with an interior silver patch reading
“This is a limited edition jacket designed by Jeff
Hamilton and commissioned by Dr. Jerry Buss
exclusively for Hugh Hefner’s 77th Birthday/ [signed
and then printed] Jeff Hamilton/ April 9, 2003.”

Size M

$3,000-5,000
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346
HUGH HEFNER 
LOS ANGELES DODGERS GAME USED BASEBALL
A Rawlings brand official Major League game used baseball presented
to Hugh Hefner during the September 16, 2004, game between the Los
Angeles Dodgers and the San Diego Padres at Dodger Stadium in Los
Angeles when Hefner attended the game.

$200-400

347
HUGH HEFNER PETE ROSE SIGNED BASEBALL
A Rawlings brand official Major League baseball signed by Major
League Baseball’s all-time leader in hits, Pete Rose, and inscribed by
him “Hit King 4256” in blue ink. The baseball is housed in its
original Rawlings box.

Box, 2 7/8 by 2 7/8 by 2 7/8 inches

$200-400

348
HUGH HEFNER 
LOS ANGELES
DODGERS JERSEY
A white Majestic jersey
with blue lettering and
“HEFNER 04” on the
back.

Size 48

$200-400
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349
HUGH HEFNER 

SAMMY SOSA SIGNED BASEBALL
A Rawlings brand official National League

baseball signed by Sammy Sosa and inscribed
“21” and “HR. 66.” In 1998, when Sosa

played for the Chicago Cubs, he ended the
baseball season with 66 home runs to become

the first Major League batter to hit 66 home runs
in a season.

Cube, 3 1/4 by 3 1/4 by 3 1/4 inches

$200-400

350
HUGH HEFNER 1985 ST. LOUIS CARDINALS TEAM SIGNED BASEBALL
A Rawlings brand official National League baseball signed by members of the 1985 National League
champion St. Louis Cardinals baseball team and inscribed “To Hef,/ Best always,/ Matt Keough.”
Signatures include Red Schoendienst, Whitey Herzog, Oz

$400-600



351
HUGH HEFNER JEFF HAMILTON LAKERS JACKET
A satin-lined canvas Los Angeles Lakers jacket with multiple patches and 14-time NBA Champions embroidery on the sleeve.

Size L

$300-500
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352
HUGH HEFNER 2008 ILLINOIS ROSE BOWL JERSEY
A jersey with number 49 and “Hefner” on the back.

Size 42

$100-200
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353
HUGH HEFNER 

CHICAGO WHITE SOX
2005 CHAMPIONS JERSEY

A World Series Champions 2005
jersey with Hugh Hefner’s name

on the back.

Size 44

$300-500

354
HUGH HEFNER SPORTS CLOTHING
A group of sports clothing including a Gucci track suit, a Head ski jacket, a Patriots jersey marked
“Hefner” and “1” on the back (size 50), and a Playboy bowling shirt with “Hef” embroidered on the
front (size 15 1/2).

$200-400
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The Game Room
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photo by: Tiffany Rose Photography
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357
HUGH HEFNER 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY PLAQUE, 1959
A framed Happy Birthday message with an image
of Hugh Hefner in the center and two sheets of
names on either side. Inscribed on the verso with a
message from Rick Pallack, a wardrobe designer
for Hefner.

Approximately 19 by 37 inches

$100-200

356
HUGH HEFNER VINTAGE
BUSTER CRABBE SIGNED
FLASH GORDON POSTER
A vintage color poster from the

game room at the Playboy
Mansion. Signed by Buster

Crabbe. Edition number
58/1,500.

30 1/4 by 24 inches

$75-150

355
HUGH HEFNER ESQUIRE $5 BILL IMAGE
A joke gift framed image of a $5 dollar bill with
Hugh Hefner’s face in the center, presented to
Hugh Hefner by Clay Felker, who then
owned Esquire magazine, at a celebrity roast of
Hefner at the Tavern on the Green in New York
City in conjunction with Playboy’s 25th
Anniversary.  The joke derives from Hefner,
employed in 1952 by Esquire, being denied a $5
per week raise, which then led to Hefner creating
his own magazine.

18 3/4 by 39 1/2 inches

$150-250



358
HUGH HEFNER COLLECTIBLE DECORATIVE ITEMS
A group of collectible items including carved wood figures of
Charlie Chaplin and W.C. Fields, together with a
Frankenstein figurine. From the game room at the Playboy
Mansion. 

Tallest, height, 19 inches

$300-500
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359
HUGH HEFNER 
VINTAGE COIN-OPERATED BUS FARE MACHINE
A metal and glass bus fare coin machine, now decorated
with Playboy-related images. Marked “No. 2710” and
“12 volts.”  26 by 7 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches

$100-300
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361
HUGH HEFNER TERRY ROBE
A white terrycloth robe with
“Captain Morgan” embroidered on
the pocket, by maker Diamond Tea.

Size M/L

$300-500
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360
HUGH HEFNER 
BESPOKE PINK SILK
PAJAMAS
A pair of pink silk pajamas
consisting of a button-front
silk pajama top with
drawstring and elastic waist
pajama bottoms.

$800-1,200



362
HUGH HEFNER SHIPS’S WHEEL
A large decorative wood pirate ship's wheel with a brass center plate.

Diameter, 72 inches

$300-500
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363
HUGH HEFNER GAME ROOM SCOREBOARDS
A set of four scoreboards, three from Space Invaders Pinball, in the game room at the Playboy Mansion,
with names and high scores of the players, together with another empty scoreboard from F1 Raceway.

13 by 12 1/4 inches

$400-600
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364
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY PINBALL MACHINE
A vintage 1978 Playboy themed Bally Pinball machine,
the backglass mirror art featuring Hugh Hefner, 1978
Playmate and girlfriend Sondra Theodore and 1976
Playmate Patti McGuire.  Serial number 19165.

72 by 52 by 30 inches

$2,000-4,000
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366
HUGH HEFNER 
VINTAGE SLOT MACHINE
A Thunderbird design vintage Mills nickel slot
machine from the game room at the Playboy
Mansion. Together with a vintage wood table
stand.

Slot machine, 26 by 16 by 15 inches; Table,
29 1/2 by 17 1/2 by 15 inches

$1,000-2,000
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365
HUGH HEFNER ELTON JOHN PINBALL BACKGLASS
A Bally pinball backglass panel featuring Elton John as "Captain Fantastic."
High scores noted for "Sondra," "Hef," "David," and "Billy.”

26 by 26 inches

$400-600
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367
HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY PINBALL MACHINE
A vintage 1978 Playboy themed Bally Pinball machine,
the backglass mirror art featuring Hugh Hefner, 1978
Playmate and girlfriend Sondra Theodore and 1976
Playmate Patti McGuire.  Serial number 19105.

72 by 52 by 30 inches

$2,000-4,000

368
HUGH HEFNER 
GAME ROOM SCOREBOARDS AND LETTERS
A set of eight scoreboards from specific video games
in the game room at the Playboy Mansion. The
Donkey Kong board has names and high scores of the
players. Together with a case of name cards and a
case of letters and numbers.

Cases, 2 1/2 by 15 by 11 1/2 inches

$600-800
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370
HUGH HEFNER 
VINTAGE SLAG GLASS TABLE LAMP
A vintage table lamp with beige slag glass
panels bordered by green slag glass panels and
a bronze base featuring swags and oil lamps.

Height, 24 inches; diameter, 19 inches

$400-600

369
HUGH HEFNER VINTAGE
DUCK DECOY SIGN
A carved and painted Charles
Wallace advertising sign.

33 by 24 inches

$300-500
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371
HUGH HEFNER
WURLITZER 1015 JUKEBOX
A vintage 1946 bubbler multi-
selector coin-operated
phonograph jukebox, with 24
original 78 RPM record albums
by artists such as Artie Shaw,
Frank Sinatra, Harry James,
Johnny Mercer, Lena Horne, and
others.  Pictured in season 1,
episode 2 of The Girls Next Door
(E!, 2005-2009).  Accompanied
by a copy of the episode.

60 by 30 by 24 inches

$10,000-20,000



372
HUGH HEFNER FRAMED OKEH
PHONOGRAPH RECORD
An imprint featuring Frankie Trumbauer
& His Orchestra with Bix and Lang, “Fox
Trot.”

15 1/2 by 15 1/4 inches, framed

$100-200

373
HUGH HEFNER FRAMED OKEH
PHONOGRAPH RECORD
A framed Okeh record At the Jazz Band Ball by Bix
Beiderbecke and His Gang, with a plaque reading “Bix
Lives/ Happy Birthday Hef/ April 9, 2005.”

28 by 22 1/4 inches, framed

$100-200
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374
HUGH HEFNER EARLY JAZZ RECORDINGS
Seven aluminum core 78 rpm lacquer disc records (aka acetates) (14 sides) featuring Hugh Hefner
singing jazz and blues songs with musical accompaniment. The records are dated September 27,
1948; September 29, 1948; October 27, 1948; and November 1948, and include the following
song titles: You’ve Changed; I Can’t Give You Anything But Love; Black & Blue; All of Me; That Ain’t
Right; Lady Be Good; Coquette; Blues to Kate; and Salt Lake City.  Accompanied by an additional
homemade recording with duplicate songs bearing a Recordio brand label.

Diameter, 10 inches, each

$300-500

375
HUGH HEFNER EARLY COMEDY RECORDINGS
Three 78 rpm homemade recordings (6 sides) featuring Hugh Hefner
and his good friend Jim Brophy performing a comedy radio show
with numerous jokes and gags. The records are dated August 20,
1943, and one of the labels includes a cartoon self-portrait of Hefner.

Diameter, 10 inches, each

$200-400

376
PLAYBOY EARLY BROADCAST RECORDINGS
Six aluminum core 78 rpm lacquer transcription disc records (aka
acetates) (7 sides) featuring early examples of the Playboy brand being
mentioned in public broadcasts: Jean Shepherd Show, November 12,
1955; Red Skelton Show, April 10, 1956; Monitor on W

Largest, diameter, 12 inches

$200-400
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378
HUGH HEFNER 
CROONER AND R&B ALBUMS
A group of approximately 40
Crooner and R&B record albums by
Frank Sinatra, Della Reese, and Nina
Simone, among others.

$200-400

379
HUGH HEFNER JAZZ ALBUMS
A group of approximately 100 Jazz albums by assorted
artists such as B.B. King, Dizzy Gillespie, and Johnny
Hodges, among others.

$300-500

377
HUGH HEFNER 78 RPM RECORDS
A group of approximately 60 assorted 78s by
various artists, including Charles Jones, Kay
Kyser, Hoagy Carmichael, and Cootie
Williams, among others.

$200-400
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380
HUGH HEFNER BARBI BENTON
RECORD ALBUMS
A group of four record albums: Barbi
Doll, 1974; Barbi Benton, 1975; and
Something New, 1976, published by
Playboy Records, and a 45 RPM
demo labeled “Movie Magazine Stars
In Her Eyes/ Produced by Eddie Kilroy.”

12 1/4 by 12 1/2 inches

$150-250



383
HUGH HEFNER SIGNED RECORD ALBUMS
A group of signed and inscribed record albums by Joan Baez, Tony Bennett, Charo, and Groucho Marx.

$300-500
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381
HUGH HEFNER SOUNDTRACK AND 
SPOKEN WORD ALBUMS
A group of approximately 100 soundtrack and spoken word
albums, including one inscribed by Frank Caprio, and
others: Timothy Leary, San Francisco Poets, and soundtracks
of Midnight Cowboy and The Rocky Horror Picture Show.

$200-400

382
HUGH HEFNER CLASSIC ROCK ALBUMS
A group of approximately 60 assorted classic rock and 1980s record
albums by various artists, including Joe Cocker, Eric Clapton, Bobbie
Gentry, and Stevie Wonder, among others.

$200-400
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384
HUGH HEFNER BURGUNDY CLUB CHAIR AND OTTOMAN
A chair with a button-tufted seat back and a loose seat cushion, with ottoman.

Chair, 32 by 30 by 35 inches; Ottoman, 13 by 25 by 19 inches

$150-250
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385
HUGH HEFNER 

GRAY DUNN BISCUITS
ADVERTISING SIGN

An image showing a young
girl holding a box of biscuits.

20th century.

27 by 22 inches

$50-100

386
HUGH HEFNER GAME ROOM WALL ART
A group of wall art including a vintage King Kong movie poster, a Coca-Cola mirror advertising plaque, and a group of framed bronze medallions.
Pictured in season 1, episode 5 of The Girls Next Door (E!, 2005-2009).  Accompanied by a copy of the episode.

Largest, 36 by 18 1/2 inches

$200-300



388
HUGH HEFNER NEON
HOLLYWOOD SIGN
A neon sign from the game
room at the Playboy Mansion.

11 1/2 by 22 1/2 inches

$50-100
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387
HUGH HEFNER 
NEW ORLEANS JAZZ SIGN
A painted sign featuring real
instruments. From the game room at
the Playboy Mansion. This was a gift
from Christie Hefner to Hugh Hefner.

30 by 40 inches

$400-600
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389
HUGH HEFNER BART SIMPSON NEON SIGN
A neon sign depicting Bart Simpson with a slingshot,
together with a group of Hugh Hefner Simpsons
merchandise.

Sign, 31 by 16 by 5 inches

$150-250

390
HUGH HEFNER JAZZ NEON SIGN
An abstract neon with primary colors, from the game room at
the Playboy Mansion.

23 by 47 inches

$150-250
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391
HUGH HEFNER BESPOKE GOLD SILK PAJAMAS
A pair of gold silk pajamas consisting of a button-front silk
pajama top with drawstring and elastic waist pajama bottoms.

$1,000-2,000

392
HUGH HEFNER MODEL WHALE
A painted resin model whale suspended from the ceiling of the game room at the
Playboy Mansion.

Length, approximately 48 inches

$100-200
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393
HUGH HEFNER RENATO GARLANDO FOOSBALL TABLE AND BOOK
A vintage Italian foosball table. From the game room at the Playboy Mansion.  Accompanied by a copy of Inside the
Playboy Mansion (Los Angeles: General Publishing Group, 1998).

34 by 56 by 30 inches

$600-800
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394
HUGH HEFNER SEEBURG
ORCHESTRION STYLE J
A Seeburg Style J Orchestrion, circa
1917, this orchestrion features multiple
instruments, a Ciracassian walnut case
and an elaborate stained glass panel
featuring the Springfield, Illinois Capitol
building.  Serial number 19370.  Together
with approximately 20 five 10-tune H-rolls.

$100,000-140,000
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396
HUGH HEFNER IRON UMBRELLA STAND
A square vintage stand with pointed finials. Together with two umbrellas, including one
with the Playboy Rabbit Head Symbol.

Stand, 26 by 8 by 8 inches

$100-200

395
HUGH HEFNER 
VINTAGE COIN-OPERATED
GUMBALL MACHINE
A gumball machine with a black
painted iron base.

Height, 40 inches

$50-100
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398
HUGH HEFNER

BRUNSWICK POOL TABLE
A vintage pool table with balls,

cues, and rack. No serial
number noted. 

30 1/2 by 113 by 63 inches

$800-1,200

397
HUGH HEFNER STOOLS
A group of six stools with
spiral twist legs and brown
leather seats (one not
pictured).

Height, 30 inches; diameter,
19 inches

$200-400

photo by: Tiffany Rose Photography
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Julien entertainment.com, Inc., a california corporation
d/b/a Julien’s Auctions ( “Julien’s Auctions”, “com-
pany”, “we”, “our”, or “us”) hereby provides the
following terms (“Auction terms and conditions”) to
apply to sales by Bids conducted by Julien’s Auctions
(each an “Auction” and collectively, the “Auctions”).  By
completing a Bidder registration Form, you agree that
you have read, understood and agree to be bound by
these Auction terms and conditions.  

PLeASe reAD theSe AUctIOn terMS AnD cOn-
DItIOnS cAreFULLy. theSe AUctIOn terMS
AnD cOnDItIOnS IncLUDe An AgreeMent tO
MAnDAtOry ArBItrAtIOn, whIch MeAnS thAt
yOU Agree tO SUBMIt Any DISPUte ArISIng
UnDer, reLAteD tO, Or In cOnnectIOn wIth
the AUctIOn tO BInDIng InDIVIDUAL ArBItrA-
tIOn rAther thAn PrOceeD In cOUrt.  the
DISPUteS/ArBItrAtIOn PrOVISIOn ALSO
IncLUDeS A cLASS ActIOn wAIVer, whIch
MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO PrOceeD wIth
Any DISPUte InDIVIDUALLy AnD nOt AS PArt
OF A cLASS ActIOn. thIS AgreeMent ALSO
IncLUDeS A JUry wAIVer. 

1.   aUCtIOns.

each Auction conducted is of a designated set of items
(each a “Lot”) on a designated date.  Lots are provided
by the party that wishes us to sell property on their
behalf (each such party a “consignor”).  we will provide
the pertinent information for each Auction, including:
date, start time of auction, each Lot to be sold, and
location.  Auctions may be conducted live in-person,
online via http://www.julienslive.com (the “Service”), or
both.  All Auctions conducted by Julien’s Auctions, and
these Auction terms and conditions, are governed by
the laws of the State of california.  Julien’s Auctions
maintains a bond on file with the california Secretary of
State as required by california civil code §1812.600.

2.   regIstratIOn.  

In order to participate in an Auction, registration is
required for all persons wishing to Bid (“Bidders”).  Any
person registering to Bid by phone, absentee, or in
person will complete a Bidder registration Form.  Online
Bidders will submit a completed electronic form through
the Service, where they may also establish an online
account (“Member Account”).  each Auction requires a
separate registration; Bidders with a Member Account
may register for Auctions via their account.  

(a)     Information required.  to register, Bidders are
required to submit their name, physical address,
telephone number, email address, and credit card
information.  you hereby represent that all information
you submit in connection with registration is truthful and
accurate.  By submitting your information, you consent
to have your personal information processed by Julien’s
Auctions in the United States.  Julien’s Auctions has
implemented commercially reasonable technical and
organizational measures designed to secure your
personal information from accidental loss and from
unauthorized access, access, use, alteration or disclo-
sure.  however, we cannot guarantee that unauthorized
third parties will never be able to defeat those measures
or use your personal information for improper purposes.
you acknowledge that you provide your personal infor-
mation at your own risk.

(b)    First time Bidders.  For verification purposes,
Bidders who have not participated in an Auction are
required to submit a copy of their (A) official
government-issued identification (driver’s license /

passport / state identification card), and (B) credit card.
copies of such documents may be submitted in person,
via facsimile to 310-388-0207 or via email to
bidding@juliensauctions.com.  Failure to do so may
inhibit your ability to register.

(c)     Credit Card authorization.  we (and/or our third-
party payment processor) may verify credit card
information in order to register.  to verify your card, we
will charge $1.00 to it.  After the card is verified, we will
immediately refund the card.  your card issuer will
credit your card balance within thirty (30) days from
the date of the refund.  In the event you add or
replace a credit card, we may also verify such new or
replacement credit card.  

(d)    Minors. Bids will not be accepted from those
persons under eighteen (18) years of age (i) without
written consent of said person’s parent or legal
guardian, or (ii) unless such person is an emancipated
minor.  written consent must acknowledge the terms
and conditions of sale.  this written consent constitutes
an agreement to be bound thereby on behalf of the
Bidder.  If you are under 18 years of age you may
participate in Auctions only if you are either an
emancipated minor, or possess legal parental or
guardian consent, and are fully able and competent to
enter into the terms, conditions, obligations,
affirmations, representations, and warranties set forth in
these Auction terms and conditions, and to abide by
and comply with these Auction terms and conditions. 

IF yOU Are A PArent Or gUArDIAn AnD yOU PrO-
VIDe yOUr cOnSent tO the regIStrAtIOn OF
yOUr chILD, yOU Agree tO Be BOUnD By thIS
AgreeMent wIth reSPect tO, thrOUgh, AnD In
cOnnectIOn wIth SUch regIStrAtIOn AnD AUc-
tIOn PArtIcIPAtIOn.   

(e)     Online Member accounts.    Bidder can elect to
set up a Member Account on the Service in accordance
with the policies set forth on the Service.  Bidder
acknowledges and agrees that all Bids placed under a
Member Account are considered to be placed by the
Member or with Member’s authorization.

(f)      approval of registration. Julien’s Auctions, in its
sole and absolute discretion, reserves the right to
approve or reject Bidders for its Auctions at any time.
we are under no obligation to accept your application
for registration.

(g)    term of registration.  Upon approval by Julien’s
Auctions, your registration is effective throughout the
applicable Auction for which you registered and any
post-Auction obligations you incur in connection with
Bids you placed during such Auction.       

3.   BIddIng. 

Upon completed and approved registration, Bidders
may submit a binding offer to purchase a Lot at a
specified price (a “Bid”) in an Auction.    

(a)     Placement; Payment authorization.  when a Lot
at the Auction goes live, you are free to place bids on
such Lot (i) if an in-person Auction, or if an Auction con-
ducted both in-person and online, until the individual
conducting the sale for Julien’s Auctions (the
“Auctioneer”) determines that bidding on such Lot has
closed, or (ii) if an online-only Auction, in accordance
with the parameters set forth on the Service for such
Lot.  As bids are placed, Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to authorize your credit card for any bid amount
placed.    If an authorization was made on a Bid and you

are subsequently outbid, Julien’s Auctions will release
that authorization.

(b)    notifications.  If you are placing Bids via the Serv-
ice or by proxy, each time you are outbid Julien’s
Auctions will send you an email message notification
advising you of such.  If you are a telephone or in-per-
son Bidder, it is your responsibility to monitor the Lot(s)
for which you placed Bid(s) in the event you are outbid.
If you are the winning Bidder for a given Lot, Julien’s
Auctions will send you an email message confirmation.

(c)     Bid Conditions. Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to accept or decline any Bid.  Bids must be for an
entire Lot.  each Lot constitutes a separate sale.  All
Bids are per Lot unless otherwise announced at a live
sale by the Auctioneer.  All winning Bids are subject to a
Buyer’s Premium (as defined herein).  Live auction Lots
will be sold in their numbered sequence unless the
Auctioneer directs otherwise.  Julien’s Auctions may
cancel any Lot and have it removed from an Auction
prior to acceptance of a winning Bid.  In the event a Lot
is removed from an Auction, notice will be provided (i) if
an online Auction, by a posting on the Service and by
email to Bidders who placed their Bid on such Lot via
the Service, and (ii) if the Auction is an in-person
Auction, at the physical location of the Auction.  In such
instance of Lot removal from an Auction, any Bids
previously placed on such Lot prior to its removal from
the Auction shall be cancelled, and Julien’s Auctions will
not receive any further Bids on such Lot.      

(d)    Purchase Obligations.   In connection with mak-
ing Bids, Bidders agree that the registered Bidder with
the highest Bid at the close of the Auction will be obli-
gated to purchase the Lot. By bidding on any Lot, you
agree to purchase the Lot at the price you have Bid. you
agree that should you Bid on a Lot and that Bid is the
winning Bid, that you are bound to pay Julien’s Auctions
the winning bid amount for the Lot. All sales are final and
winners cannot cancel.  no exceptions will be made.
you further acknowledge and agree that the winning Bid
you submit for each Lot is subject to: (i) additional fees,
including the Buyer’s Premium and Online Service Fee
(if applicable), and (ii) additional costs, including taxes,
shipping (if applicable), storage (if applicable), and cus-
toms (if applicable), and that you are obligated to pay
such fees and costs in connection with your winning
Bid. 

(e)     Conduct. It is unlawful and illegal for Bidders to
collude, pool, or agree with another Bidder to pay less
than the fair value for Lot(s).  Bidders participating in
both live and online auctions acknowledge that the law
provides for substantial penalties for those who violate
these provisions.

(f)      disputes Between Bidders.  For live auctions the
Auctioneer will have final discretion in the event that any
dispute should arise between Bidders.  the Auctioneer
will determine the successful Bidder, cancel the sale, or
re-offer and resell the Lot or Lots in dispute.  Julien’s
Auctions will have final discretion to resolve any
disputes arising after the sale and in online auctions.  If
any dispute arises our sale record is conclusive. 

(g)    absentee Bids.  Julien’s Auctions will execute
order or absentee bids, and accept telephone bids as a
courtesy to clients who are unable to attend the live
auctions.  notwithstanding the foregoing, we take no
responsibility for any errors or omissions in connection
with this courtesy.

(h)     Online Bids.  Our online auction Service is
provided “As Is” and “As Available.”  high speed

Auction terms and conditions
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internet access is required to access the Service
effectively.  the Service is subject to limitations, delays
and other problems inherent in the use of the Internet
and electronic communications.  Julien’s Auctions is not
responsible for any delays, delivery failures, or other
damage resulting from such problems. 

(i)      reserve.  All of the Lots offered at Auction are
subject to a confidential minimum price acceptable to
the consignor at which the Lot will be sold (the
“reserve”). Julien’s Auctions is not obligated to sell the
Lot unless the reserve is met.  A Lot or Lots may be
withdrawn from an Auction if there is no Bid equal to or
above the reserve.

During a live auction the Auctioneer may open any Lot
by bidding on behalf of the consignor and may bid up
to the amount of the reserve, by placing successive or
consecutive bids for a Lot or Bids in response to other
Bidders.  Online sales may do the same by employing
the use of a starting Bid which will commence bidding
at or below the reserve price agreed to by the
consignor.

4.   WInnIng BIds.

At the close of the Auction, the highest Bid for a Lot will
be considered the “hammer Price”, and the successful
Bidder shall be informed by email (the “winning Bidder”
or the “Purchaser”).  the winning Bidder is responsible
for paying to Julien’s Auctions the hammer Price,
Buyer’s Premium, and all applicable taxes, plus shipping
costs (if applicable), insurance costs while in transit (for
items not picked up in person), Online Service Fee (if the
winning Bidder placed the Bid online via the Service)
and any applicable customs and/or duties (such
amounts collectively, the “total Purchase Price”).  Upon
conclusion of the Auction, we will provide the winning
Bidder with an accounting statement of the total Pur-
chase Price by email.

(a)     risk of loss; release of lots.  Upon establish-
ment of the hammer Price for the purchase of the Lot
(the “Sale”), the winning Bidder immediately thereafter
assumes full responsibility for all risk of loss or damage
(including, without limitation, liability for or damage to
frames or glass covering prints, paintings, photos, or
other works) and will immediately pay the total Pur-
chase Price or such part as Julien’s Auctions may
require.  All Sales are final.  Lots will be released to you
(or the shipping company, as applicable) upon our
receipt of payment of the total Purchase Price in full
from you.  

(b)    Buyer’s Premium.  winning Bidder agrees that in
addition to the hammer Price, the Lot will be subject to
an additional charge on the hammer Price as part of the
total Purchase Price (the “Buyer’s Premium”).  the
Buyer’s Premium is as follows:

Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00.  For individ-
ual Lots with a hammer Price of up to and including one
hundred United States Dollars and zero cents ($100.00),
the Buyer’s Premium is twenty-five United States Dollars
and zero cents ($25.00).  

Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and includ-
ing $200,000.00.  For individual Lots with a hammer
Price of one hundred United States Dollars and one cent
($100.01) to two hundred thousand United States Dol-
lars and zero cents ($200,000.00), a Buyer’s Premium of
twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer
Price.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is one hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($150,000).  the
winning Bidder would pay a Buyer’s Premium of 25%,
i.e., thirty-seven thousand five hundred United States

Dollars ($37,500.00) on such Lot.

Lots with a Hammer Price of $200,000.01 and above.
For individual Lots with a hammer Price of two hundred
thousand United States Dollars and one cent
($200,000.01) and above, a Buyer’s Premium of twenty-
five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price
up to $200,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s Premium
of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount
above $200,000.00.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00).
the winning Bidder would pay a total Buyer’s Premium
of sixty thousand United States Dollars ($60,000.00) on
such Lot, calculated as follows: 25% of the first
$200,000.00, i.e. fifty thousand United States Dollars
($50,000.00), plus 20% of the remaining $50,000.00, i.e.
ten thousand United States Dollars.

(c)     Online service Fee.  For all Lots where the win-
ning Bid is submitted online via the Service, an
additional three percent (3%) of the hammer Price (the
“Online Service Fee”) will be added to the Buyer’s Pre-
mium amount detailed immediately above.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00),
with the highest Bid being placed online via the Service.
the winning Bidder would pay, in addition to the Buyer’s
Premium, an Online Service Fee of seven thousand five
hundred United States Dollars ($7,500.00).

(d)    taxes.  winning Bidder agrees that he/she is
responsible for the payment of any and all applicable
taxes due in connection with such Lot, including but not
limited to sales tax, use tax, and value-added tax (VAt).
All items picked up in california will be charged califor-
nia state sales tax, as will all items sent to california
residents.  All items sent to new york residents will be
charged new york state sales tax.     

(e)     lot retrieval. All Lots must be removed from our
premises by the winning Bidder within thirty (30) calen-
dar days of the conclusion of the Auction at the winning
Bidder’s own expense.

In-person Pick-up; Storage Fees. If you intend to pick up
your items as the winning Bidder, arrangements must be
made upon payment of the total Purchase Price for the
Lot. Pick-ups are by appointment only, Monday-Friday
between 10:00am and 4:00pm. If, after thirty (30) days
following your payment of the total Purchase Price, the
Lot is not removed: (A) a handling charge of eight dollars
($8.00) per day or one percent (1%) of the total Pur-
chase Price per month, whichever is greater, will be
payable to us by the winning Bidder, with a minimum of
five hundred dollars ($500.00) or five percent (5%) of the
total Purchase Price for any Lot not so removed within
sixty (60) calendar days after the Sale, whichever is
greater (the “Storage Fees”); and (B) we may send the
Lot to a public warehouse or storage facility, at winning
Bidder’s sole risk and expense.  If winning Bidder fails
to remove the Lot within one hundred and eighty (180)
days following the Sale, then, in addition to the Storage
Fees, Julien’s Auctions shall have the right (but not the
obligation) to dispose of or retain any such Lot.  All costs
incurred by Julien’s Auctions in connection with the
removal or disposal of any such Lot shall be paid by
winning Bidder within ten (10) days of our demand
therefor.         

Shipping.  winning Bidders are responsible for all costs
to ship their items.  Shipping is not included in the ham-
mer Price of your auction items.  Please review the
shipping terms for your items.  Some items may be
shipped directly by Julien’s Auctions, or we may con-
tract with an outside shipping company (“Shippers”), to

ship your Lot to you.  Please allow 2-12 weeks for the
delivery of your Lot to you; delivery time is dependent
upon the size of the Auction, the destination address of
the Lot, and the method of transportation to deliver the
Lot.  Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not responsible
for returned or undeliverable shipments.   

International.  Julien’s Auctions will provide you with a
customs document detailing the value of items pur-
chased.  Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not
responsible if there are any delays in customs.  Pur-
chasers are responsible for compliance with all laws and
regulations applicable to the international purchase and
shipment of items.  Purchaser understands that the
shipment of Lots internationally is subject to United
States export controls and trade and economic sanc-
tions laws, and agrees to comply with all such laws and
regulations, including the export Administration regula-
tions maintained by the United States Department of
commerce, and the trade and economic sanctions
maintained by the United States treasury Department’s
Office of Foreign Assets control.  

(f)      Invoices and Payments.  All invoices must be
paid within ten (10) calendar days after the close of the
Auction.    

Payments.  Julien’s Auctions accepts payment by
cashier’s check, personal check, wire transfer, American
express, Mastercard, and Visa.  winning Bidders who
wish to pay by check may do so by making checks
payable to: Julien’s Auctions,  8630 hayden Place, cul-
ver city, cA 90232.

Credit Card Authorization.  Bidder authorizes Julien’s
Auctions to charge Bidder’s credit card provided at
registration for all items purchased at any Auction that
Bidder may participate in, if not paid in full within ten (10)
calendar days after the close of the Auction.  Processing
fees for credit card payments may apply.  All invoices
under five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00)
will automatically be charged to the credit card on file
unless prior arrangements are made.

Lot Rights.  In the event Julien’s Auctions has agreed in
writing prior to the auction to provide payment terms or
an extended period of time for payment to you, you
acknowledge and agree that you shall have no right,
title, or interest in and to any property purchased by you
until all amounts owed by you are paid in full.  

If you fail to comply with the terms of the payment plan
or extended payment period, upon your default, Julien’s
Auctions shall have the unequivocal right, at its sole
discretion, to sell some or all of the property on which
you were the winning Bidder, and to apply the proceeds
toward the balance of any monies owed by you to
Julien’s Auctions.  If the monies received through the
sale of the items do not meet your outstanding
obligations, Julien’s Auctions shall have the right to
pursue any and all remedies available under the law
against you pursuant to the provisions set forth herein.
If the monies received through the sale of the items
exceed your outstanding obligations, the excess, minus
any fees or costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in
connection with and arising out of the sale of the
properties, shall be refunded to you.

Late Payment Fees.  commencing with the tenth day
following the Sale, payments not received by Julien’s
Auctions will incur a late charge of one-and-a-half per-
cent (1.5%) per month (or the highest rate allowable by
law, whichever is lower) on the outstanding total Pur-
chase Price.

Excess Fund Return.  In the event you are the winning
Bidder on a Lot and prior to an Auction you provided us
with a deposit for your Bid which exceeds the total Pur-
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chase Price, we will return any such excess within thirty
(30) business days of the conclusion of the Auction,
unless delay is compelled by (A) legal proceedings, or
(B) our inability, through no fault of our own, to transfer
title to the Lot or comply with any provision of california
civil code Section 1812.600-1812.609, the california
commercial code, the california code of civil Proce-
dure, or other provision of applicable law.

(g)    defaults; Company’s remedies.  If winning
Bidder does not comply with the conditions herein, such
winning Bidder will be in default.  In addition to any and
all other remedies available to Julien’s Auctions and the
consignor by law and at equity, including, without
limitation, the right to hold the winning Bidder liable for
the total Purchase Price, including all fees, charges and
expenses more fully set forth herein, we, at our option,
may: (a) cancel the Sale of the subject Lot, or any other
lots sold to the defaulting Purchaser at the same or any
other Auction, retaining as liquidated damages all
payments made by the Purchaser; (b) resell the
purchased property, whether at public auction or by
private sale; or (c) effect any combination thereof.  In any
case, the Purchaser will be liable for any deficiency, any
and all costs, handling charges, late charges, expenses
of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our
regular rates, legal fees and expenses, collection fees
and incidental damages. 

we may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of
sale then due or thereafter becoming due to the
Purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any
payment made by the Purchaser to us or any affiliated
company, where or not intended to reduce the
Purchaser’s obligations with respect to the unpaid Lot
or Lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to
us or any affiliated companies.  In addition, a defaulting
Purchaser will be deemed to have granted and assigned
to us and our affiliated companies, a continuing security
interest of first priority in any property or money of our
owing to such Purchaser in our possession or in the
possession of any of our affiliated companies, and we
may retain and apply such property or money as
collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any
affiliated company of ours.  Payment will not be deemed
to have been made in full until we have collected good
funds.  In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all
of the total Purchase Price for any Lot and Julien’s
Auctions elects to pay the consignor any portion of the
sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that
Julien’s Auctions shall have all of the rights of the
consignor to pursue the Purchaser for any amounts
paid to the consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under
these Auction terms and conditions.

Julien’s Auctions further reserves the right to prohibit
defaulting Purchasers from being approved for
registration at future Auctions. 

5.   lIMItatIOn OF lIaBIlIty.

(a)     exclusion of Consequential damages.  tO the
MAXIMUM eXtent PerMItteD By APPLIcABLe LAw,
In nO eVent ShALL JULIen’S AUctIOnS, ItS AFFIL-
IAteS, OFFIcerS, DIrectOrS, eMPLOyeeS,
AgentS, Or ItS LIcenSOrS Be LIABLe FOr Any
DIrect, InDIrect, PUnItIVe, IncIDentAL, SPecIAL,
cOnSeQUentIAL Or eXeMPLAry DAMAgeS,
IncLUDIng wIthOUt LIMItAtIOn DAMAgeS FOr
LOSS OF PrOFItS, gOODwILL, USe, DAtA Or
Other IntAngIBLe LOSSeS, ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO theSe AUctIOn terMS AnD cOnDI-
tIOnS, regArDLeSS OF the theOry OF LIABILIty,
eVen IF ADVISeD OF the POSSIBILIty OF SUch
DAMAgeS.  thrOUghOUt the AUctIOn, JULIen’S
AUctIOnS IS nOt reSPOnSIBLe FOr the cOn-
DUct (whether OnLIne Or OFFLIne) OF Any

BIDDer, cOnSIgnOr, Or nOn-cOMPAny PerSOn-
neL.  

(b)    liability Cap.  cOMPAny’S MAXIMUM
AggregAte LIABILIty ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO thIS AgreeMent, regArDLeSS OF
the theOry OF LIABILIty, wILL Be LIMIteD tO the
greAter OF FIVe hUnDreD DOLLArS ($500) AnD
the tOtAL PUrchASe PrIce PAID Or PAyABLe By
yOU tO JULIen’S AUctIOnS.  the eXIStence OF
MOre thAn One cLAIM ShALL nOt eXPAnD SUch
LIMIt.  the PArtIeS AcknOwLeDge thAt the FeeS
AgreeD UPOn Between yOU AnD JULIen’S AUc-
tIOnS Are BASeD In PArt On theSe LIMItAtIOnS,
AnD thAt theSe LIMItAtIOnS wILL APPLy
nOtwIthStAnDIng Any FAILUre OF Any eSSen-
tIAL PUrPOSe OF Any LIMIteD reMeDy.  the
FOregOIng LIMItAtIOn OF LIABILIty ShALL APPLy
tO the FULLeSt eXtent PerMItteD By LAw In
the APPLIcABLe JUrISDIctIOn.  

6.   IndeMnIty.  

you agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and other
affiliated companies, and the employees, contractors,
agents, officers and directors of each, from and against
any and all claims, damages, obligations, losses, liabili-
ties, costs or debt, and expenses (including but not
limited to attorney’s fees) arising from your violation of
any term of these Auction terms and conditions, includ-
ing without limitation, (i) your breach of any of the
representations and warranties herein; (ii) your violation
of any law, rule or regulation of the United States or any
other country.

7.   lOts.

(a)     Warranty; disclaimers.  Julien’s Auctions
warrants the authenticity of Attribution (as defined
below) of property listed in the catalogue or online as
stated in the Attribution warranty in Section 8 below.
except for the Attribution warranty, all property is sold
“As Is”.  we make no warranties, nor does the
consignor, as to the merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose, the correctness of the catalogue or
other description of the physical condition, size, quality,
rarity, importance, medium, provenance, exhibitions,
literature or historical relevance of any property.  no oral
or written statements made in the catalogue, online
listing, advertisement, condition report, bill of sale, and
announcement or elsewhere made by employees
(including affiliated and related companies) shall be
considered a warranty.  we and the consignor make no
representations and warranties, express or implied, as
to whether the purchaser acquires any Intellectual
Property rights, including but not limited to, any
reproduction rights of any property.  we and the
consignor are not responsible for errors and omissions
in the catalogue, online listings or any other
supplemental material.

(b)    evaluation; Item descriptions.  It is the sole
responsibility and risk of prospective Bidders to make
the determination of whether a Lot is suitable for Bid.  

(c)     Catalogues.  while Julien’s Auctions customarily
produces printed catalogues of all Lots available for an
Auction, such catalogues are for illustrative purposes
only.  Descriptions of Lots therein are not
comprehensive and may contain errors.  we do not
warrant any aspect of content in our catalogues other
than the Attribution of Lots. 

(d)    Condition reports.  Bidders may request a written
report of the Lot’s repair and restoration history (a
“condition report”) by emailing
info@juliensauctions.com for a condition report.  Other

than Attribution, we do not make any representations or
warranties, express or implied, concerning any content
in a condition report.  we will customarily provide
condition reports so long as we receive a written
request from you at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to
the Auction.  you agree that any condition report(s) we
provide to you are the confidential information of Julien’s
Auctions, are to be utilized for your personal purposes
only, are to be treated by you with the same degree of
care that you utilize to protect your own confidential
information (provided, however, that you must at least
use reasonable care), and are not to be disclosed to
third parties unless mandated by law.  If you breach any
obligations in this Section, Julien’s Auctions shall be
entitled to seek equitable relief to protect its interest
therein, including but not limited to injunctive relief as
well as money damages.  these confidentiality
obligations will survive the conclusion of any Auction.

(e)     Pricing.  All Lot pricing is listed in United States
Dollars.  we may offer certain programs, tools, and site
experiences of particular interest to international users,
such as estimated local currency conversion and inter-
national shipping calculation tools, but these are offered
for convenience only.  

8.   attrIBUtIOn Warranty.

(a)     attribution.  “Attribution” is defined by Julien’s
Auctions as the creator, period, culture, or source of
origin, as the case may be as stated in the (i) heading
set forth in bold type of a Lot in a live auction catalogue,
as amended by any statements by the Auctioneer
and/or written salesroom notices and announcements
(“Bold type heading”) or (ii) the lot title of an online
auction, as amended by any online notices and
announcements (“Online Lot heading”) (Bold type
heading and Online Lot heading collectively,
“headings”).

(b)    attribution Warranty.  Subject to the exclusions
below, we make no warranties to information not
contained in headings.  Subject to the exclusions listed
below, Julien’s Auctions warrants the Attribution of a Lot
for a period of one (1) year from the date of Sale and
only to the original Purchaser on record at the auction.
If it is determined to our satisfaction that the Attribution
is incorrect, the Sale will be rescinded if the Lot is
returned to the Julien’s Auctions warehouse facility in
the same condition in which it was at the time of Sale.
In order to satisfy us that the “Attribution” of a lot is
indeed incorrect we reserve the right to require the
Purchaser to obtain, at the Purchaser’s expense, the
opinion of two experts in the field, mutually acceptable
to Julien’s Auctions and the Purchaser, before we agree
to rescind the Sale under the warranty.  this warranty is
not assignable and applies only to the original Purchaser
on record with Julien’s Auctions.  this warranty does not
transfer to any subsequent owners of any purchased
property (this includes without limitation, heirs,
successors, beneficiaries or assigns).

(c)     remedies.  Should a Sale be rescinded and the
total Purchase Price paid, it is specifically understood
that this will be considered the sole remedy.  It is
exclusive and in lieu of any other remedy available as a
matter of law, or in equity.

(d)    exclusions.  exclusions will be made and this
warranty does not apply to Attribution which on the date
of sale was in accordance with the then generally
accepted opinion of scholars and specialists, or the
identification of periods or dates of execution which may
be proven inaccurate by means of scientific processes
not generally accepted for use until after publication of
the catalogue or listing online, or which were
unreasonably expensive or impractical to employ.

mailto:info@juliensauctions.com


9.   IntelleCtUal PrOPerty. 

IntellectualPropertyNotice: each buyer of the Prop-
erty acknowledges and agrees that by acquiring any of
the Property, such buyer will not acquire any intellectual
property rights, including, without limitation, copyright
or similar rights, whatsoever to the Property so pur-
chased, including without limitation, any writings or any
images or likenesses of Bob Mackie or his works con-
tained therein. each buyer of the Property also
acknowledges and agrees that such buyer may not in
any way reproduce, distribute or create derivative works
based upon or derived from the Property or any intellec-
tual property rights embodied in the Property or cause
anyone else to do so, in each case without the express
prior written constant of Bob Mackie or other current
owners of such intellectual property, each of which shall
retain all right, title and interest in their respective intel-
lectual property rights in the Property.

Julien’s Auctions retains all right, title, and interest
(including, without limitation, all Intellectual Property
rights) in and to the items outlined in this Section, and
all derivatives, modifications, or enhancements thereto.
you agree to take any action reasonably requested by
Julien’s Auctions to evidence, maintain, enforce or
defend our Intellectual Property rights. you shall not take
any action to jeopardize, encumber, limit or interfere in
any manner with Julien’s Auctions ownership of and
rights with respect to the items outlined in this Section.
All rights not expressly licensed to you in these Auction
terms and conditions are expressly reserved by Julien’s
Auctions.

(a)     definition.  “Intellectual Property right” means any
patent, copyright, trade or service mark, trade dress,
trade name, database right, goodwill, logo, trade secret
right, or any other intellectual property right or propri-
etary information right, in each case whether registered
or unregistered, and whether arising in any jurisdiction,
including without limitation all rights of registrations,
applications, and renewals thereof and causes of action
for infringement or misappropriation related to any of the
foregoing.

(b)    Content.  the Auction, the Service, and all materi-
als, including, without limitation, software, images, text,
graphics, illustrations, logos, catalogues, condition
reports, patents, trademarks, service marks, copy-
rights, photographs, audio, videos and music (the
“content”), and all Intellectual Property rights related
thereto, are the exclusive property of Julien’s Auctions
and its licensors.  except as explicitly provided herein,
nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to create a
license in or under any such Intellectual Property rights,
and you agree not to sell, license, rent, modify, distrib-
ute, copy, reproduce, transmit, publicly display, publicly
perform, publish, adapt, edit or create derivative works
from any materials or content made available to you by
Julien’s Auctions orally or in writing regardless of form
of media.  Use of the content for any purpose not
expressly permitted by these Auction terms and condi-
tions is strictly prohibited.

(c)     trademarks.  “Julien’s Auctions”, “the Auction
house to the Stars”, “Julien’s Auctions the Auction
house to the Stars”, and other logos and service names
are trademarks, registered trademarks or trade dress of
Julien entertainment.com, Inc.  Julien’s Auctions trade-
marks and trade dress may not be used in connection
with any product or service that is not ours, in any man-
ner that is likely to cause confusion among customers,
or in any manner that disparages or discredits Julien’s
Auctions.  

(d)    data.  Julien’s Auctions owns the aggregate, sta-
tistical, and sales data related to, derived from, and

concerning its Auctions, and reserves all Intellectual
Property rights to utilize such data for its own business
purposes. 

(e)    Ideas and Comments.  you may choose to, or we
may invite you to, submit comments or ideas about our
Auctions, including without limitation about how to
improve our operations, our Service, and/or our prod-
ucts (“Ideas”).  By submitting any Idea, you agree that
your disclosure is gratuitous, unsolicited and without
restriction and will not place Julien’s Auctions under any
fiduciary or other obligation, that we are free to disclose
the Ideas on a non-confidential basis to anyone or oth-
erwise use the Ideas without any additional
compensation to you. you acknowledge that, by accept-
ance of your Idea submission, Julien’s Auctions does
not waive any rights to use similar or related ideas pre-
viously known to Julien’s Auctions, or developed by its
employees, or obtained from sources other than you.

10. dIsPUtes. 

PLeASe reAD thIS SectIOn cAreFULLy.  It
IncLUDeS A MandatOry arBItratIOn PrOVI-

sIOn, whIch MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO
SUBMIt Any DISPUte reLAteD tO yOUr USe OF
Any OF the SIteS tO BInDIng InDIVIDUAL ArBI-
trAtIOn rAther thAn PrOceeD In cOUrt.
thIS PrOVISIOn ALSO IncLUDeS A  Class

aCtIOn WaIVer, whIch MeAnS thAt yOU
Agree tO PrOceeD wIth Any DISPUte InDIVID-
UALLy AnD nOt AS PArt OF A cLASS ActIOn.
thIS SectIOn ALSO IncLUDeS A JUry WaIVer.

you and Julien’s Auctions agree that any dispute, con-
troversy, or claim that has arisen or may arise between
us relating in any way to your use of or access to the
Auction, the Service, any interpretation, breach, enforce-
ment, or termination of these Auction terms and
conditions, or otherwise relating to Julien’s Auctions in
any way (collectively, “covered Matters”) will be
resolved in accordance with the provisions set forth in
this Section 10.

(a)     Informal resolution.  If you have any dispute with
us, you agree that before taking any formal action, you
will contact us at info@juliensauctions.com, provide a
brief, written description of the dispute and your contact
information (including your username, if your dispute
relates to an account) and allow sixty (60) days to pass,
during which we will attempt to reach an amicable res-
olution of your issue.

(b)    applicable law.  the laws of the State of califor-
nia, and applicable federal law, will govern all covered
Matters.    california conflicts of law rules shall apply.

(c)     arbitration.  subject only to the optional excep-

tions in Paragraph 10(e) below, you and Julien’s

auctions each agree that any and all disputes,

claims, or controversies that have arisen, or may

arise, between you and Julien’s auctions relating in

any way to or arising out of this or previous versions

of the auction terms and Conditions or the breach,

termination, enforcement, interpretation or validity

thereof, your use of or access to our services, or any

products or services sold, offered, or purchased

through Company’s services shall be resolved exclu-

sively through final and binding arbitration, rather

than in court. Any claims arising out of, relating to, or
connected with these Auction terms and conditions not
resolved through Informal resolution pursuant to para-
graph 10(a) above must be asserted individually in a
binding arbitration to be administered by JAMS in Los
Angeles county, california pursuant to the JAMS com-
prehensive Arbitration rules and Procedures.   Both
parties further agree that the arbitration shall be con-

ducted before a single JAMS arbitrator who is a retired
california or federal judge or justice.  the arbitrator shall
strictly apply california substantive law and the califor-
nia rules of evidence.  By AgreeIng tO ArBItrAte,
yOU wAIVe Any rIght yOU hAVe tO A cOUrt Or
JUry trIAL.  the arbitrator shall not conduct any form
of class or collective arbitration nor join or consolidate
claims by or for individuals.  the arbitrator, and not any
federal, state, or local court or agency, shall have exclu-
sive authority to resolve any dispute relating to the
interpretation, applicability, enforceability or formation of
these Auction terms and conditions, including, any
claim that all or any part of these Auction terms and
conditions is void or voidable or that a particular claim
is subject to arbitration.  Judgment on the award ren-
dered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court of
competent jurisdiction.

(d)    award.  you agree and acknowledge that in any
award to be granted by the Arbitrator, your rights and
remedies against us or any distributor of financier or
other party related to the Auction or Service shall be lim-
ited to an action at law for money damages, and you
hereby waive all other rights and remedies you may
have at law or in equity (including, without limitation,
injunctive relief, rescission, cancellation, and termination
of this Agreement or the right to enjoin or restrain the
advertisement, promotion, marketing or exploitation by
Julien’s Auctions or any third party in connection with
the Auction and/or any rights or activities hereunder in
any and all manner of media whatsoever, whether now
known or hereafter devised).  For matters where the
relief sought is over $5,000, the arbitrator’s decision will
include the essential findings and conclusions upon
which the arbitrator based the award. the arbitrator will
decide the substance of all claims in accordance with
applicable law, including recognized principles of equity,
and will honor all claims of privilege recognized by law.
the arbitrator’s award of damages must be consistent
with the terms of the “Limitation of Liability” section as
to the types and the amounts of damages for which a
party may be held liable.  the arbitrator shall not be
bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involving different
users, but is bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involv-
ing the same Julien’s Auctions user to the extent
required by applicable law.  the arbitrator’s award shall
be final and binding and judgment on the award ren-
dered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court
having jurisdiction thereof.  the ArBItrAtOr MAy
AwArD reLIeF (IncLUDIng MOnetAry, InJUnc-
tIVe, AnD DecLArAtOry reLIeF) OnLy In FAVOr OF
the InDIVIDUAL PArty SeekIng reLIeF AnD OnLy
tO the eXtent neceSSAry tO PrOVIDe reLIeF
neceSSItAteD By thAt PArty’S InDIVIDUAL
cLAIM(S). Any reLIeF AwArDeD cAnnOt AFFect
Other USerS.

(e)     exceptions. there are only two exceptions in
which the parties may elect to seek resolution outside of
Arbitration before JAMS:

(i)      First, if we reasonably believe that you have in any
manner infringed upon or violated or threatened to vio-
late or infringe any of our Intellectual Property rights,
privacy rights, publicity rights, or data security, in which
case you acknowledge that there may be no adequate
remedy at law and we may seek injunctive or other
appropriate relief in any court of competent jurisdiction,
without any attempt at informal resolution pursuant to
paragraph 10(a) above.

(ii)     Second, any claim of $500 or less may, at the
option of the claiming party, be resolved in small claims
court in Los Angeles county, california, if the claim and
the parties are within the jurisdiction of the small claims
court and so long as the matter remains in such court
and advances only on an individual (non-class, non-rep-
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resentative) basis.

(f)      Costs of arbitration.  Payment of all filing, admin-
istration, and arbitrator fees will be governed by JAMS
rules, unless otherwise stated in this agreement to arbi-
trate.  If the value of the relief sought is $5,000 or less,
at your request, Julien’s Auctions will reimburse you for
all filing, administration, and arbitrator fees associated
with the arbitration following the earlier of the arbitrator’s
decision or settlement.  In the event the arbitrator deter-
mines the claim(s) you assert in the arbitration to be
frivolous, Julien’s Auctions is relieved of its obligation to
reimburse you for any fees associated with the arbitra-
tion.  the prevailing party shall be entitled to an award
of all attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses incurred by it
in connection with the dispute.  “Attorneys’ fees and
expenses” includes, without limitation, paralegals’ fees
and expenses, attorneys’ consultants’ fees and
expenses, expert witness’ fees and expenses, and all
other expenses incurred by the prevailing party or its
attorneys in the course of their representation of the pre-
vailing party in anticipation of and/or during the course
of the litigation, whether or not otherwise recoverable as
“attorneys’ fees” or as “costs” under california law; and
the same may be sought and awarded in accordance
with california procedure as pertaining to an award of
contractual attorneys’ fees.  

(g)    Future amendments to the agreement to arbi-

trate.  notwithstanding any provision in the Auction
terms and conditions to the contrary, you and we agree
that if we make any amendment to this agreement to
arbitrate in the future, that amendment shall not apply to
any claim that was filed in a legal proceeding against
Julien’s Auctions prior to the effective date of the
amendment.  the amendment shall apply to all other
disputes or claims governed by the agreement to arbi-
trate that have arisen or may arise between you and
Julien’s Auctions.  If you do not agree to these amended
terms, you may close your account within thirty (30)
days of the posting or notification and you will not be
bound by the amended terms.

(h)     Judicial Forum for legal disputes. Unless you
and we agree otherwise, in the event that the agreement
to arbitrate above is found not to apply to you or to a
particular claim or dispute, either as a result of your
decision to opt out of the agreement to arbitrate, as a
result of a decision by the arbitrator or a court order or
because of an election pursuant to Paragraph 10(e)
above, you agree that any claim, controversy, or dispute
that has arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
Auctions must be resolved exclusively by a state, fed-
eral, or small claims court located in Los Angeles
county, california.  you and Julien’s Auctions agree to
submit to the exclusive personal jurisdiction of the
courts located within Los Angeles county, california for
the purpose of litigating all such claims or disputes.

(i)      Opt-Out.  IF yOU Are A new JULIen’S AUc-
tIOnS USer, yOU cAn chOOSe tO reJect the
AgreeMent tO ArBItrAte PrOVISIOn (“OPt-OUt”)
By eMAILIng US An OPt-OUt nOtIce tO ArBItrA-
tIOnOPtOUt@JULIenSAUctIOnS.cOM (“OPt-OUt
nOtIce”) Or VIA US MAIL tO: Julien
entertainment.com, Inc., 8630 hayden Place, culver
city, cA 90232.  the OPt-OUt nOtIce MUSt Be
receIVeD nO LAter thAn thIrty (30) DAyS AFter
the DAte yOU AccePt theSe terMS FOr the
FIrSt tIMe.  IF yOU Are nOt A new JULIen’S AUc-
tIOnS USer, yOU hAVe UntIL thIrty (30) DAyS
AFter the POStIng OF the new terMS tO SUB-
MIt An ArBItrAtIOn OPt-OUt nOtIce.

(j)      Procedure.  In order to opt-out, you must email
your name, complete address (including street address,
city, state, and zip code), and email address(es) associ-

ated with your Member account(s) to which the opt-out
applies and an unaltered digital image of a valid driver’s
license or valid government issued photo ID which
matches the name on your account to:  arbitra-
tionoptout@juliensauctions.com. this procedure is the
only way you can opt out of the agreement to arbitrate.
If you opt out of the agreement to arbitrate, all other
parts of these Auction terms and conditions and its Dis-
putes Section will continue to apply to you. Opting out
of this agreement to arbitrate has no effect on any pre-
vious, other, or future arbitration agreements that you
may have with us.

(k)     WaIVer.  By AgreeIng tO theSe AUctIOn
terMS AnD cOnDItIOnS, yOU hereBy IrreVOcA-
BLy wAIVe Any rIght yOU MAy hAVe tO A cOUrt
trIAL (Other thAn SMALL cLAIMS cOUrt AS PrO-
VIDeD ABOVe), A JUry trIAL, Or tO SerVe AS A
rePreSentAtIVe, AS A PrIVAte AttOrney gen-
erAL, Or In Any Other rePreSentAtIVe
cAPAcIty, Or tO PArtIcIPAte AS A MeMBer OF A
cLASS OF cLAIMAntS, In Any LAwSUIt, ArBItrA-
tIOn Or Other PrOceeDIng FILeD AgAInSt US
AnD/Or reLAteD thIrD PArtIeS.

(l)      statUte OF lIMItatIOns and WaIVer OF

ClaIMs.  regArDLeSS OF Any StAtUte Or LAw
tO the cOntrAry, Any cLAIM Or cAUSe OF
ActIOn ArISIng OUt OF Or reLAteD tO USe OF
the SIte, SerVIce, Or thIS AgreeMent MUSt Be
FILeD wIthIn One (1) yeAr AFter SUch cLAIM Or
cAUSe OF ActIOn ArISeS Or It wILL Be FOreVer
wAIVeD AnD BArreD.

11. MIsCellaneOUs PrOVIsIOns.  

(a)     governing law.  these Auction terms and condi-
tions will be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of the State of california and the applica-
ble federal laws of the United States of America.
california conflicts of law rules shall apply.

(b)    Force Majeure.  except for the obligation to pay
money, neither party will be liable for any failure or delay
in its performance under these Auction terms and con-
ditions due to any cause beyond its reasonable control,
including acts of war, acts of god, earthquake, flood,
weather conditions, embargo, riot, epidemic, acts of ter-
rorism, acts or omissions of vendors or suppliers,
equipment failures, sabotage, labor shortage or dispute,
governmental act, failure of the Internet or other acts
beyond such party’s reasonable control, provided that
the delayed party: (i) gives the other party prompt notice
of such cause; and (ii) uses reasonable commercial
efforts to correct promptly such failure or delay in per-
formance.

(c)     Counterparts; Facsimile.  these Auction terms
and conditions may be executed in any number of
counterparts and in facsimile or electronically, each of
which shall be an original but all of which together shall
constitute one and the same instrument.

(d)    entire agreement. these Auction terms and con-
ditions contains the entire understanding of the parties
in respect of its subject matter and supersedes all prior
agreements and understandings (oral or written)
between the parties with respect to such subject matter.  

(e)     Modifications.  Any modification, amendment, or
addendum to these Auction terms and conditions must
be in writing and signed by both parties.  

(f)      assignment.  you may not assign these Auction
terms and conditions or any of your rights, obligations,
or benefits hereunder, by operation or law or otherwise,
without our prior written consent. 

(g)    no third Party Beneficiaries.  the representa-
tions, warranties and other terms contained herein are
for the sole benefit of the parties hereto and their
respective successors and permitted assigns, and they
shall not be construed as conferring any rights on any
other persons.

(h)     severability.  If any provision of these Auction
terms and conditions is held by a court or arbitrator of
competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, such pro-
vision shall be changed by the court or by the arbitrator
and interpreted so as to best accomplish the objectives
of the original provision to the fullest extent allowed by
law, and the remaining provisions of these Auction
terms and conditions shall remain in full force and
effect.

(i)      notices.  Any notice or communication required or
permitted to be given hereunder may be delivered by
hand, deposited with an overnight courier, sent by email
or mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, postage prepaid to the address for the other
party first written above or at such other address as may
hereafter be furnished in writing by either party hereto to
the other party.  Such notice will be deemed to have
been given as of the date it is delivered, if by personal
delivery or email; the next business day, if deposited
with an overnight courier; and five days after being so
mailed.  

(j)      Headings.  the headings of the sections of these
Auction terms and conditions are for convenience only
and do not form a part hereof, and in no way limit,
define, describe, modify, interpret or construe its mean-
ing, scope or intent.

(k)     no Waiver.  no failure or delay on the part of either
party in exercising any right, power or remedy under
these Auction terms and conditions shall operate as a
waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any
such right, power or remedy preclude any other or fur-
ther exercise or the exercise of any other right, power or
remedy.  

(l)      survival.  Sections of the Auction terms and con-
ditions intended by their nature and content to survive
termination of the Auction terms and conditions shall so
survive.

I HaVe read and Understand tHese
aUCtIOn terMs and COndItIOns and
agree tO COMPly WItH tHeM.

BIdder

By: _____________________________________________
        (signature)

name: __________________________________________
        (please print)

Date: ___________________________________________

aCKnOWledged By JUlIen’s aUCtIOns

By: _____________________________________________
        (signature)

name: __________________________________________
        (please print)

title: ____________________________________________

Date: ___________________________________________ 
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